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Abstract
One of the least desirable schemes for a linear electro-hydraulic motion control
actuator is having a low backup structure stiffness coupled with a high flow gain of the
spool valve. It has been demonstrated that this condition causes instability in the form of
high frequency oscillations. This thesis examines how actuator parameters can be varied
to add stability when a low backup structure stiffness and high flow gain are mandatory
design criteria.
The stability of the system is examined by developing the system characteristic
equation and analyzing its poles in the complex frequency domain. In the complex
frequency domain, the parameters are varied to determine when stability begins and ends
for a given qualitative range of a specific variable. Taylor's Theorem is used to expand
the region around an unstable root to yield a sensitivity function for assessing parameter
values that cause system instability. Combining the sensitivity equations for each
parameter renders a function for predicting the instability of the system as various
parameters are modified. The extent to which variable parameters aid or inhibit stability
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Hydraulic actuators have been successfully and extensively used for more than 50
years [Margolis, 1997]. However, there is still much to discover about the dynamics of
the overall system. For instance, the stability of the system when an actuator is mounted
in a less than desirable configuration is of particular interest. It would be advantageous to
understand all the conditions that induce instability and how they are related to one
another. This understanding would allow the actuator to be successfully developed
around the fundamental sources of instability.
In order to assist in the successful design of future actuators in a less than
desirable environment, while still maintaining the system standards, will require a refined
understanding of the system dynamics for all the generic parameters. This thesis
addresses this topic.
Section 1.1 Background
Electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic actuators all provide power for linear motion
control. Arguably, hydraulic actuators are still the first choice when there is a high power
demand coupled with a need for fast response time. Hydraulic fluid cannot be used for
energy storage, so another power source must be used to create pressure in the fluid.
Typically a pump is used to provide that power. Also, hydraulic oil cannot be vented into
the atmosphere, hence a return path must be provided for the used oil. Controlling the
differential pressure between the two interior chambers, controls the extension of a linear
hydraulic cylinder. While a differential pressure exists, the cylinder shaft moves. Since
hydraulic fluid is virtually incompressible, a very high pressure is achieved by letting a
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small amount of fluid into the chamber. The volume ofoil allowed into the chamber
controls the distance the cylinder moves. Overshoot is damped by an increase in pressure
in the other chamber, causing the piston to stop in the position where the chamber
pressures equalize. Absolute pressure is used to control position. Thus, hydraulic
actuators are easily controlled using position feedback, are fast with minimum overshoot,
and have a controllable stiffness. A schematic representation of the hydraulic actuator





















Oil flow into and out of the two chambers is usually controlled with a spool
valve.
Spool valves can have a variety of actuation mechanisms. In this thesis, a linear force
motor propels the spool valve. A schematic of a linear force motor is shown in Figure
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Figure 1.2 Linear ForceMotor
annular chamber in the interior. An armature is arranged within the chamber to provide
for relative axial movement. Two axially spaced permanent magnets, with the like poles
arranged to face one another, are oriented radially within the body of the chamber, and
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are separated by a common polepiece. The force motor has four axially spaced active air
gaps, arranged in various reciprocal pairs and various parallel pairs. When the armature
is shifted one direction relative to the body, the majority of each magnet's static flux
passes through one parallel pair of air gaps. When the armature is shifted in the other
direction, relative to the body, the majority of each magnet static flux passes through the
other parallel pair of air gaps. The motor has one or more coils effectively arranged to
generate control flux in a pair, which passes through at least one reciprocal pair of air
gaps. The control flux when superimposed on the static flux pattern creates a net flux,
which forces the armature to move in a desired direction relative to the body [Aubrecht
1986].
The linear force motor is coupled to the spool valve (Figure 1.1). The
combination of the linear force motor and the spool valve is termed the direct drive valve
(DDV). Movement of the valve permits oil flow into one chamber of the cylinder and
out of the other chamber. The pressure on the two parts of the spool is almost equally
balanced. Consequently it is easy to move the spool back and forth to control the flow of
high-pressure fluid into the chambers of the cylinder.
As the linear force motor pulls the spool back, toward the force motor, the spool
directs the supply pressure fluid into the left chamber of the cylinder. This spool position
allows the fluid from the right cylinder chamber to flow to the return port. This action
creates a differential pressure to exist across the main piston, which extends it.
Conversely, a movement of the spool to the right, away from the force motor, causes the
supply pressure to be directed to the right chamber of the cylinder. This spool position
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allows the fluid from the left cylinder chamber to be directed to the return port. This
action retracts the main actuator piston.
A specified spool valve displacement passes a measured volumetric flow of
hydraulic fluid. This flow per unit spool displacement is referred to as the direct drive
valve flow gain (Kq). For example, valve
'Z'
with a high flow gain allows a high fluid
flow rate with a minimum displacement. Conversely, valve
'X'
with a low flow gain
would require a greater spool displacement to obtain the same flow rate as valve 'Z'. The
flow gain is adjusted to meet different performance criteria such as main piston velocity
and response time.
Section 1.2 Thesis Rationale
Linear hydraulic actuators are utilized in numerous applications covering many
areas of application. The environmental conditions and mounting configurations may not
only be hazardous and detrimental to the hydraulic system, but may also alter the overall
system dynamics. The dynamics of the actuator may be disturbed to the point that it
neither behaves in a predictable manner nor meets the design criterion.
Such a circumstance occurs where greater performance is demanded from the
actuator combined with a degradation of the mounting structure. Specifically, a high
flow gain may be specified in conjunction with reduced backup structure stiffness.
The backup structure is an important consideration in actuator design. The
actuator is mounted to the backup structure. When the main piston extends or retracts,
the backup structure should secure the actuator in place such that the piston end moves, a
prescribed amount, in accordance with the servo-hydraulic control input. Theoretically,
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if the backup structure stiffness is low, the force delivered by the load will cause the
backup structure to flex or bow. This movement of the backup structure means the piston
cannot span the desired distance. The result is a true position error. In addition a
potentially worse scenario can be observed when a high flow gain and low backup
structure stiffness are coupled in the same system such that an unstable high frequency
oscillation is generated in the actuator system.
Typically, any oscillations in a control system are detrimental and undesirable.
Therefore, the causes of the oscillation must be determined and eliminated. During this
oscillation, it may be observed that the main actuator piston does not oscillate while the
direct drive valve piston has large amplitude, high frequency oscillations. These
oscillations may be theorized to be of hydromechanical circumstance. Specifically, once
the mode of oscillation is excited by an electrical or mechanical disturbance, only a
decrease in the supply pressure halts the oscillation.
The aforementioned phenomenon is often characterized as a body acceleration
mode acceleration or simply "body
mode"
(Figure 1 .3). This is due to the fact that the
oscillation occurs in the direct drive valve relative to the body. The body mode is
observed when an actuator installed in the test fixture experiences a tendency to oscillate.
However when the same actuator is mounted in a seemingly identical structure, no
oscillation occurs. Hence, it may appear as if the manufacturing tolerances of the two
structure configurations were enough to induce or suppress the body mode oscillation.
Due to these symptomatic observations, a more detailed awareness of actuator dynamics
is desired.
Chapter 1. Introduction
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causes bushing to move
relative to spool
Due to low backup stiffness, the actuator
pushes back into the structure as it tries to
accelerate the load.
(iii) RelativeMovementClosesValve
Figure 1.3 Conceptual Illustration of the BodyMode
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Figure 1 .3 gives a conceptual illustration of the body mode oscillation movement
due to a low backup structure stiffness. The valve spool is displaced toward the rear of
the actuator (tailstock) when the actuator is given an extend command, Figure 1.3(ii).
The cylinder pressure increases to extend the piston, but pressure also exerts a reaction
force on the rear of the cylinder. With low backup structure stiffness, a loaded actuator
tends to push back into the structure before moving the load, Figure 1 .3(iii). When the
actuator moves backward, the spool tends to remain in place as the bushing moves with
the actuator. This relative movement tends to close the valve. Intuitively, this would
seem to be a stabilizing action. However, for valves with high flow gain, this relative
movement can cause to the spool to oscillate.
The current thought about the origins of the body mode oscillation is a coupling
of high flow gain with that of a low backup structure stiffness. Experimental data exists
to validate this assumption, from which empirical relationships can be established which
assist servo-hydraulic system analysis. However, despite the legitimacy of this empirical
relationship for analysis purposes, fundamental understanding could be improved from
the establishment of a mathematical model that predicts body mode oscillation
phenomena. It is believed that a derived mathematical relationship which describes how
backup structure stiffness and other parameters effect servoactuator stability could be a
valuable design tool. The focus of this study will be the derivation of such a
mathematical relationship, and how that relationship impacts the design process.
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Section 1.3 State ofCurrentKnowledge
Due to the fact that most of the servo-hydraulic actuators fabricated are industry
specific, they are also competition sensitive. Therefore most of the servoactuator
research is controlled by those specific industries. Furthermore most of the
breakthroughs and discoveries are not publicized nor is the general public given access to
the information.
Likewise, not much information is available from textbooks except for the trivial
cases. Many texts, such as Ogata [1998] and Nise [1995] assume hydraulic fluid is
incompressible, inertial force on the power piston and load is negligible, and the spool
valve has zero overlap.
However, the recent publications in Journal ofDynamic Systems, Measurement,
and Control have provided some useful information regarding the current thesis topic.
Specifically, Margolis [1997] assessed the stability of an actuator with a two-stage
hydraulic servo-valve. In the present study the two stage valve was replaced by a linear
force motor directly coupled to a single servo-valve spool.
Likewise, Jinghong [1994], Tsau [1994] and Vossoughi [1995] provide specific
solutions to actuator analysis using dynamic feedback linearization and a variable oil bulk
modulus. Yet the actuator as an entire entity and its overall dynamics were not discussed.
Section 1.4 Thesis Overview
This thesis is broken up into six chapters. Chapter 1 gives the reader the
background information of how the topic originated and the present knowledge base
concerning it. Chapter 2 derives the system of equations of the entire actuator. These
equations will then be used to determine the stability of the overall system. Chapter 3
examines the stability of the system by a modified root locus analysis. This section
provides the basis from which parameters critical to stability are identified. Chapter 4
derives the stability sensitivity equation. Chapters 5 and 6 conclude the investigation
with a discussion of the results and recommendations for the future.
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System dynamics deals with the mathematical modeling of dynamic systems and
response analyses of such systems with a view to understanding the dynamic nature of
each system and improving system performance [Ogata, 1998]. More simply, dynamic
systems contain variables that are time dependent. Specifically, the output is dependent
upon a past input.
The word system can be broadly defined. A system is any collection of
interacting elements for which there are cause and effect relationships among the
variables. An element is a single functioning unit of the system. For the process of
analyzing a dynamical system, two steps must be performed. They are the mathematical
modeling of the physical system, and subsequent model solution.
The system mathematical model is a description of a system in terms of
differential equations. The premise for constructing a system model is based on the
physical laws of the system elements and the interconnections between system elements.
Newtonian physics is common when developing the model.
Analyzing the physical model requires the solving of the mathematical equations
in an effort to determine certain features of the system's input/output relationships.
Section 2. 1 Chapter Overview
The mathematical model of the hydraulic actuator system was completed by
applying Newton's laws to the simplified
physical models of the elements for the
hydraulic actuator. Due to the objective of this thesis, the derivation was performed with
the parameters expressed in literal rather than numerical form. This article develops the
11
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constitutive and interconnecting laws for each component of the actuator, including the
mounting structure. A view of the entire system is required before the derivation of the
individual equations ofmotion can be derived from the free body diagrams ofeach
element. Figure 2.1 gives an overall view of the actuator. The list of symbols can be
found on pages vii through ix.
coilL
coilN
Figure 2.1 Conceptual Illustration ofActuator System
12
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Section 2.2 Dynamics of Inertial Element
The inertial element of the actuator is the flight control surface of an aircraft. The
horn arm shown in Figure 2.2 would be connected to the rod end shown in Figure 2.1. In
order to keep the equations manageable, certain assumptions were made for this model.
Specifically the surface is forced into an air-stream, which in and of itself is a
complicated model, but here it is modeled as a single spring (Kaero) and dashpot (Baero).
The spring and dashpot are both assumed linear elements. The spring and the dashpot
have units of lbs-in/rad and lbs-in-sec/rad respectively, thus accounting for the rotational
system. They are shown as translation elements for conceptual reasons only. The
stiffness of the control surface is not taken into account. A point mass of the wing is
assumed, rather than a distributed mass for the derivation.
! > x(t)R
V////////////////////////A
Figure 2.2 Conceptual Illustration of Inertial Element
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Figure 2.2 is a conceptual illustration of the control surface and parametric variables used
in the control surface equations ofmotion derivation. There is only one mass element
and three moments for the inertial load. One such moment is the product of the stiffness
of the airstream and the radian deflection of the horn arm (Kaero-9). Second is the
product of the damping of the airstream and radian velocity (Baeroco). Lastly, the
applied moment is the piston stiffness multiplied by the horn arm radius and the distance
the rod end deflects (Kpist-rH-xR0DEND)- The free body diagram can be seen in Figure 2.3.
>r..rHKpist-xR
Kaero-6 ^T M = Jaero 0
Baero co
Figure 2.3 FreeBodyDiagram of Inertial Element
Thus the equation ofmotion for the inertial element is a simple second order differential
equation, or two coupled first order differential equations. Following convention,
positive direction is anti-clockwise. Summing the moments and equating them to the
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Section 2.3 Dynamics of Piston Rod
The derivation of the equations of motion for the piston rod is straightforward
enough (Figure 2.4). Again there is only one mass element, and three forces resulting in
a single second order differential equation or two coupled first order differential
equations. The damping force is the entire damping felt by the piston multiplied by the
piston velocity (BpistvPIST). The product of the piston stiffness and the rod end deflection
is another force (KpistxR0DEND)- Finally, the force of the oil as it acts on the piston (f0n_)-
The positive direction here is to the right (x(t)PIST), this is the extend direction, consistent
with the flow of oil caused by a movement of the spool to the left. The free body







Y F =Mpist x
PIST
Figure 2.4 Free BodyDiagram of the Piston Rod
Summing the forces and setting them equal to the product of the piston mass and the
associated acceleration as noted in Figure 2.4 yields:
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- Bpist vP1ST + f0lL ] (2-4)
The piston rod and the load are connected by the term xR0DEND. The interconnecting law is





Section 2.4 Dynamics ofCylinder






Figure 2.5 FreeBodyDiagram of the Cylinder
Mr
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Here the actuator body connects the backup structure, spool, and piston rod. Figure 2.5
displays the free body diagram of the cylinder element. The forces are summed and set
equal to the product of the cylinder mass and cylinder acceleration as noted in Figure 2.5.
In this case there is only one mass (Mcyl), but there are eleven forces acting on the
cylinder body. Four of the forces result from the damping of the spool (Bsp) and piston
(Bpist). These damping forces are due to the relative motion of the cylinder versus the
spool (vSP) and piston (vPIST). The piston damping force
(Bpist-
vPIST) is exerted on the
inner annulus of the cylinder chamber. The spool damping force
(Bpist-
vSP) is exerted on
the inside diameter of the spool bushing. The force from the oil (f0iL), motor reaction
force on the body (Km-xSP) and disturbance force (d(t)) all act to shift the cylinder toward
the backup structure. Counteracting these forces are the backup structure stiffness force
(Kbs-XcYi.), backup structure damping force (Bbs-vCYL) and the motor force (KfcoilNi.)
which is activated to shift the spool valve. Summing the forces and setting them equal to












- Kbs xCYL (Bbs + Bsp + Bpist) vCYL +
Bsp vsp + Bpist vPIST + f0IL
-
Kf coilN i, + d{t)
(2.6)
(2.7)
Section 2.5 Dynamics of Spool Valve
The dynamics of the spool valve are similar to that of the main piston, in that
there is one mass (Figure 2.6). The spool valve has four external forces acting upon it:
17
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the spool damping relative to the spool movement (Bsp-vSP), the spool damping relative
to the cylinder motion (Bsp-vCYL), the net stiffness of the force motor and the input force
(kmxSP). Here, the input force applied to the spool is the product of the force motor gain,
number of coil turns, and the coil current (Kf-coilN-i.). The free body diagram is








^F = Msp -xsp
Figure 2.6 Free BodyDiagram of Spool
Summing the forces equal to the product of the spool mass and spool acceleration











[- Km xSP + Bsp vCYL
-
Bsp vsp + Kf coilN i, } (2.9)
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Section 2.6 Dynamics of ForceMotor
The force motor transmits an input force signal to the spool valve necessary to
shift the spool in the desired direction. The motor input is an electrical signal, which is
transformed into a corresponding force, by means of the motor dynamics that affects the
entire system.
The conceptual electric circuit for the motor is shown in Figure 2.7. When the
spool is shifted one direction or the other the circuit will encounter a backward
electromotive force (EMF), which retards current flow. In this instance the EMF shows
up as two forces. The motion of the cylinder creates one (KemfvCYL), while the spool
movement produces the other (Kemf-vSP). Two elements that are not included in Figure
2.7 but appear in the equations ofmotion, is a current feedback gain (Ki) as well as an
operational amplifier (op-amp) gain (opamp). The op-amp gain is used to amplify the
motor input signal.
There are two classical procedures for developing the input-output models of
electrical circuits. They are the node-equation method and the loop-equation method
[Close, 1995]. The loop-equation method is employed here, which is a simple
application ofKirchhoff s voltage law. That is the sum of all voltage drops around a
closed loop will sum to zero:
The loop-equation method provides a means to express the current through every element
in terms of the loop current (i) as shown in Figure 2.7. The applicable differential
equation relating the motor input signal and the output motor force can be obtained by
19
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solving the set of simultaneous equations from the voltage law and the element laws.






Figure 2.7 ElectricalCircuit forForceMotor
dij
~dt coilL
Kemf vCYL Kemf vsp
\coilR + Ki opampyij + opamp e(t)
(2.10)
Section 2.7 Dynamics ofActuator System
In order to consider the dynamics of the entire system of the actuator, the
individual element equations of motion must be determined. All but one of these
components were considered in sections 2.2 through 2.6. The one remaining step is
coupling of the cylinder and piston through the force provided by the oil (f0i__). The oil
applies an equal and opposite force on the piston and cylinder (equations (2.4) and (2.7)).
This force, generated by volumetric fluid flow caused by the movement of the spool
valve, is an input to both the piston and cylinder. The oil force varies with time and is
calculated by the product of the effective oil stiffness (Koileff), spool valve flow gain
(Kq) and the inverse of the actuator effective area (Ae). The force applied by the oil (f0IL)
20
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is degraded by the velocities of the piston (vPIST) and cylinder (vCYL), and from any
leakage that occurs past the seals (Kl). Ultimately, the relationship relating equation (2.7)










Hence the entire actuator system can be described by the aforementioned eleven state
equations. From a mathematical sense the system state variables represent a minimal set
of state variables for describing system behavior. Specifically, knowledge of system
input excitation and solution of the state equations is sufficient to determine the state of
the system at any time governed by the solution. The compiled list below are the state
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Here, the equations are substituting the notation for the more compact dot superscript
dt
representation of the derivative. This is done to reduce the space needed for the
subsequent derivation of the characteristic equation, which is shown in Appendix A.
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The stability of a system is determined by checking on the location of the roots of
the characteristic equation in the complex-frequency domain. The characteristic equation
is determined either by computing the eigenvalues of the state vector equations or by
manipulating the state-variable equations into an explicit input-output form. The model
for an rc^-order system with input u(t) and output y(t) can be written as a high-order
differential equation:
d"y d2y dy , . , dmu , d2u , du , /o n
a^lF+-'+a2^+ai^+ay{t)=bmlF+'-+b2^+b^+bQU{t) ( }

















Replacing F(t) by zero reduces equation (3.3) to the homogeneous differential equation
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d"y d2y dy
anT+--+a2T+ai^-+aoy(0 = 0 (3.4)dt"
dt dt
K
Assuming that the solution of (3.4) has the form
y(t) =
Ke' (3.5)














+axr + a0 -0
(3.6)
(3.7)
which is the system characteristic equation.
For all practical purposes, there is no need to compute the complete system
response to determine stability. The roots of a system's characteristic equation determine
whether the system is stable. The roots of the characteristic equation are the poles of the
transfer function. For a stable system the poles determine the nature of the transient
response. If all of the poles possess negative real parts (i.e., are inside the left-half
s-plane) the system impulse response will decay to zero and the system is deemed stable.
If the transfer function has a pole with positive real parts (i.e., is inside the right-half s-
24









Figure 3.1 Complex Laplace Domain (s-plane) Regions ofStability
plane) the system impulse response increases without limit and the system is deemed
unstable. If there are repeated poles on the imaginary axis (i.e., zero real parts) the
system impulse response will neither increase nor decrease, but will continue to oscillate
and is described as being marginally stable. The regions of stability and instability in the
complex frequency plane are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Section 3.1 ChapterOverview
Article three begins with the characteristic equation already having been derived.
The complete derivation can be viewed in Appendix A. This article examines the roots
of the characteristic equation or poles of the open loop transfer function, by varying each
parameter of the actuator through an arbitrary range of values. Drawing the path traced
out in the s-plane by the poles as a parameter is increased from very small to very large
values can be used to assess both system stability and transient behavior as a function of
parameter value. This technique defines the
"root-locus"
because the poles of the transfer
function are the roots of the characteristic equation [Close, 1995]. This approach also
25
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may determine a specific change in parameter value at which the threshold of system
stability is crossed. Here, this stability threshold is defined by a sequential parameter
value that forces one or more system poles to possess negative real parts to transition to
positive values.
Section 3.2 Pole Location Investigation
The system investigated herein possesses 34 different parameters with 1 1 state
variables as shown on pages VII through LX. However, only 22 parameters are used in
the state equations. This is a result of the condensation of values that occurs in the
translation from the physical system to the model. For example, the total coil resistance
(coilR) is the summation of the coil resistance (R) which is in series with the sampling
resistor (Rs). The derivation of the characteristic equation required grouping parameters
and redefining them into composite parameters. This grouping and redefining was done
twice in order to decrease the cumbersome algebraic substitutions. The first grouping of







B = Ae2Bbs + Koileff Kl Mcyl + Koileff Kl Msp










F = Koileff Kl Msp
(3-8)




K = Koileff Kl
M =Msp coilL
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N =Msp coilR +Msp Ki opamp
P - Bsp coilL +Msp coilR +Msp Ki opamp
R = Bsp Ki opamp + Km coilL +Kf coilN Kemf + Bsp coilR
S = Km Ki opamp + Km coilR
T - Kf coilN opamp
V = Jaero Mcyl + Jaero Msp
W = Jaero Bbs + Baero Mcyl + Baero Msp






Y = Kaero Bbs +Baero Kbs +
rH2
Kpist Bbs
Z = Kaero Kbs +
rH2
Kpist Kbs
/3 = Jaero Msp
7
= Baero Msp





0 = Jaero Bpist + Baero Mpist
l = Baero Bpist + Kaero Mpist + Jaero Kpist +
rH2
Kpist Mpist
K = Kaero Baero + Baero Kpist +
rH2
Kpist Bpist
X = Kaero Kpist
The second grouping was simply an algebraic condensation of (3.8), which is shown
below in (3.9). This was done purely for convenience.
AA = A M-ME
BB = A P +BM-MF-NE
CC = A R +BP +CM-NF
DD = A S +BR +CP +DM+M H
EE = B S +CR +DP +NH
FF = C S +DR
GG = V M-J3-M
HH=V P +W-M-yM-pN
JJ=V R +W-P +X-M-8-M-yN
KK = V S+WR +XP +YM-S-N
(3.9)
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MM =W S +XR +YP +ZM
NN = X S +YR +ZP (3.9)cont.
PP =YS +ZR
RR =ZS
A mix of these two parameter regroupings, (3.8) and (3.9), is what ultimately appears in
the characteristic equation. The characteristic equation is shown below.
0 =
r/-AA-rn
+ (r]BB + 9AA)-r]0
+ {rjCC + e-BB + iAA +GG-j)-r9
+ (rjDD + eCC + lBB +KAA +HHj)r*
+ (riEE + 6DD + iCC +KBB + X-AA +
JJj)r7
+ (rjFF + dEE + iDD + K-CC + X-BB +KKj)r6 (3-10)
+ (rj D S + 6 FF + 1 EE + k DD + X CC + MM J) r
5
+ (9 D S + 1 - FF + k EE + X DD + NN - 7)
r4
+ (l D S + K FF + X EE + PP J) r
3
+ {KDS +XFF +
RR-J)r2
+ {X-D-S)-r
By virtue of the fact that the original variables are imbedded under two parameter
regroupings in the characteristic equation, a true root-locus would not be practical for
each parameter. That is because the open loop transfer function must be expressed in the
factored form
(s-zx)(s-z2)---(s-zm)
D(s) = \ +Kf ^ \-) ^ = 0 (3.11)
{s-px){s-p2)---{s-Pn)
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with the factored variable K being the variable of interest. This is unmanageable, given
the algebraic complexity of the transfer function. Instead the characteristic equation, as it
is presented here, was employed along with a computer program to calculate the
numerical coefficients of the characteristic equation (see eqn. 3.10), with nominal values
for the parameters (see right-hand side of eqn. 3.8). Calculating the roots of the
characteristic equation every time a single parameter is incremented through an arbitrary
range of values evaluates the system pole location. The computer software tool used for
this task was
MATLAB
v5.2. Plotting the roots at each increment as X's in the
s-
domain results in a pole-placement plot of the system. The plot is the result of a given
change in the parameter value. This approach, however, only shows a finite number of
possible parameter root combinations as coded by the user.
There were four major findings from the root plots. The first observation was that













Figure 3.2 Roots ofHydraulic System
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complex-conjugate pair of roots that are positioned in the right-half s-plane. The three
other findings related to parameter influence on stability. Specifically, some parameters
had no effect on stability, other parameters had a marginal effect on stability, while yet
another small group of parameters significantly impacted stability.
The poles of the system when nominal parameter values were employed are











Hydraulic Actuator System Poles
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Figure 3.3 View ofUnstable Roots (Zoom ofFigure 3.2)
several roots along the real axis near the origin of the s-plane is difficult to determine.
After decreasing the scale of the x-axis, Figure 3.3 shows the sole pair of roots that will
be the focus of this study from this point forward. The scale on both the real-axis and
imaginary-axis is given in Hertz. The X-marks are the individual roots of the system
characteristic equation, which are the poles of the system transfer function.
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3.2.1 Stability Test (NoMovement)
The previous subsection established that only one complex-conjugate pole pair is
located in the right-half s-plane. Every variable was tested through an arbitrary range
(different for each parameter) of values to determine how these poles react. This section
demonstrates that the following variables do not positively or negatively contribute to the
system stability:
coilL Kl Rs R coilR
PLVDT opamp Lself Lm Kp
Ki Kf Kemf Kaero DDVLVDT
coilN Baero
Figure 3.4 shows how the parameter coilL is incremented from 0.01Henries to
0.6Henries. This was done for all the above parameters. However, like Figure 3.4 there




















Figure 3.4 Coil InductanceStability Test
(ParameterRange 0.01 < coilL < 0.6 Henries)
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3.2.2 Stability Test (SmallMovements)
The following parameters were designated as small contributors to stability.




designation is purely arbitrary and subjective. However unlike the discarded
parameters in Section 3.2.1, these parameters will be included in the analysis portion of
this thesis. Figures 3.21 through Figure 3.27 show the above variables being calculated
incrementally through specified ranges. The arrows on the respective graphs indicate the



























Figure 3.5 Horn Radius StabilityTest
(Parameter Range 1 < rH < 20 in)
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Figure 3.6Bernoulli Spring Stiffness Stability Test



















Figure 3.7 DDVMotor Stiffnessw/oOil StabilityTest
(ParameterRange 100 <Kn < 3,000 lbf/in)
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Figure 3.8 Load Inertia Stability Test























































Figure 3.10 StructuralDamping Stability Test





























Figure 3.11 PistonMass Stability Test
(Parameter Range 0.001 <Mpist < 0.1 lbf-sec2/in)
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The parameters tested in Figure 3.21 through Figure 3.27 had a marginal impact
on stability. Table 3.1 is a summary for all the variables applied here.
Parameter Range Reaction to Increasing Magnitude
Horn Radius 1-20 Destabilizing then Stabilizing after 14
Bernoulli Sprinq Stiffness 100-3000 Destabilizing
DDV Motor Stiffness w/o Oil 100-3000 Destabilizing
Load Inertia 5-120 Stabilizing
DDV Motor Spool Mass 0.0006-0.002 Stabilizing
Structural Damping Factor 0.2-6 Stabilizing
Piston Mass 0.001-0.1 Stabilizing
Table 3.1 SmallMovements Summary
3.2.3 StabilityTest (LargeMovements)
The following parameters were designated as large contributors to the overall
stability of the system:
Ae Bpist Bsp Kbs Km
Koileff Kpist Kq Mcyl
The
'large'
designation is purely arbitrary and subjective. Unlike the effectively
"constant"
parameters in Section 3.2.1, these parameters will be included in the analysis
portion of this thesis. Figures 3.28 through 3.36 show the above variables being
calculated incrementally through specified parameter ranges. The arrows on the
respective graph, indicate the direction the poles move as the associated parameter
magnitude increases.
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Figure 3.12ActuatorEffectiveArea Stability Test




















Figure 3.13 PistonDamping CoefficientStability Test
(ParameterRange 20 < Bpist < 500 lbf-sec/in)
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Figure 3.14 Spool DampingFactor Stability Test




























































Figure 3.16 DDV Net Stiffness Stability Test





























































































Figure 3.19 Flow Gain Stability Test
(Parameter Range 500 <Kq < 10,000 cis/in)
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Cylinder/Manifold Mass [min.step.max] [0.01:0.001:0.1]
r :v^:; i


























Figure 3.20 Cylinder/Manifold Mass Stability Test
(Parameter Range 0.01 <Mcyl < 0.1 lbf-sec2/in)
The parameters tested in Figure 3.28 through Figure 3.36 had a significant impact
on stability. Table 3.2 is a summary for all the variables applied here.
Parameter Range Reaction to Increasing Magnitude
Actuator Effective Area 1-20 Stabilizing
Piston Damping 20-500 Stabilizing
Spool Damping 0.1-5 Stabilizing
Backup Structure Stiffness 5E+04-1E+06 Stabilizing
DDV Net Stiffness 500-10000 Destabilizing then Stabilizing after 7500
Effective Oil Compliance 1E+05-1E+06 Destabilizing then Stabilizing after 3.4E+05
Piston Stiffness 2E+05-1E+07 Destabilizing
Flow Gain 500-10000 Destabilizing
Cylinder/Manifold Mass 0.01-0.2 Destabilizing
Table 3.2 LargeMovements Summary
This section established that the system is inherently unstable. Further, the
independent variables that positively or negatively influenced this condition were
identified. The question still remains as to how these parameters, collectively, affect
stability. This subject will be addressed in the following chapter.
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There are many ways in which to determine system stability. The previous
chapter provided stability data on system pole placement as individual parameters were
altered. Coupling and changing various parameters at once would however be more
realistic from an in-service or design perspective. Here, individually knowing how the
parameters affect stability could lend itself to an ad-hoc method, like trial and error, for
designing a stable actuator. This would be acceptable if the rate of system pole change
versus the increase in parameter magnitude, were a linear relationship. This is simply not
the case. In most instances there is a stability limiting value for the parameter.
Specifically, the movement of a system pole(s) may cease regardless of parameter
magnitude once the limiting parameter value is reached.
As a consequence, anothermethod must be utilized to obtain a functional
expression (or expressions), that predict stability. The functional expression(s) must be
dependent on the sixteen different parameters identified in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, since
these were shown to stabilize or destabilize the system.
Using a functional expression, like the quadratic formula of second order systems,
to symbolically solve for the roots of the characteristic equation would be most desirable.
However the system equation defined herein (Appendix A) is cumbersome to manipulate
without extensive algebraic simplification (as noted in Section 3.2). Likewise symbolic
manipulation for polynomials of fifth-order or greater is not possible using current
symbolic manipulation algorithms.
The Routh-Hurwitz criterion was developed for the solution of such higher order
systems. The Routh-Hurwitz criterion is an algebraic method that provides information
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on the absolute stability of a linear time-invariant system that has a characteristic
equation with constant coefficients. Routh's tabulation or the 'Routh
Array'
is used for
the calculation [Kuo, 1995]. The first step is to arrange the coefficients of the
characteristic equation into two rows. The first row consists of the first, third, fifth,
polynomial coefficients, and the second row consists of the second, fourth, sixth,
polynomial coefficients, all counting from the highest-order term. Routh's array is
illustrated for an eleventh-order system in Table 4. 1 .
EIeventh-OrderPolynomial=
a1]i"+a1022?10 +a972?9 +a8s8 +a1s1 +a6s* +ass5
+
a47>4+a3s3 +a2s2 +atsl +a0s
s an a9 a, a5 a3 a,
10





























A A A A A
?*-*<>
=J FC-pAH=K FD-AI=L FE-pAa=M 0 0
JG~jFK=N JHF-FL=P y/-/M=g JaF-F=aQ 0 0
/V W N
Rp-NS=u Q-^V ^L=ao 0 o o
D J? R
us~RV=w UT-vR^=x 0 0 0 0
W-VU-U-X=y Wa"-UKao 0 0 0 0
IV w
M-ff^=z 0 0 0 0 0
y
Za"/0=an 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4.1 Routh'sArray
Once the Routh tabulation has been completed, the last step in the application of
the criterion is to investigate the signs of the coefficients in the first column of the
tabulation, which contains information on the roots of the equation. The following
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conclusions are then made: the roots of the equation are all in the left-half of the s-plane
if all the elements of the first column of the Routh's tabulation are of the same sign. The
number of sign changes in the elements of the first column equals the number of roots
with positive real parts (i.e. system poles in the right-half s-plane).
Section 4. 1 Chapter Overview
This chapter derives the functional relationship that predicts the stability of the
hydraulic actuator. The initial presumption was that this could be done symbolically
using the Routh-Hurwitz method as described herein. This approach would yield the
functional relationships between the different variables by examining the eleven elements
of the array's first column. However after considerable effort was applied to this
approach it became obvious that this methodology was unreasonable given the sheer size
of the algebraic steps. Therefore another technique was utilized.
The final stability relation was derived using Taylor Series expansion. This
methodology is a convenient representation of analytic functions in the neighborhood of
some particular point [Wylie, 1995]. Here, that particular point is chosen as the single
root of the characteristic equation located in the right-half s-plane. This root is
determined by the nominal parameters of the system.
Section 4.2 Sensitivity Equations
Taylor's Theorem states [Wylie, 1995]: Iff(z) is analytic throughout the region
bounded by a simple closed curve C and if both z and a are interior to C, then
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The function calculates the new value of the root f(z) given a change in parameter values
from a nominal value. Only the first two terms of Taylor's expansion are used in this
derivation process. This is done in an effort to keep the analysis as straightforward as
possible, therefore higher order terms are left for a future study.
The value off(a) represents the unstable root calculated at a nominal parameter
value designated as 'a'. The second term is the product of, the difference between the
nominal and test parameter values (z-a), and the first partial derivative with respect to the
variable of interestf'(a). This first partial derivative of the Taylor series is needed at




Chapter 4. Stability investigation
This first partial derivative is the only unknown value, which can easily be
determined. By plotting the magnitude of these individual slopes versus the variation in
parameter values results in a 'slope
sensitivity'
curve for each parameter value. A
function for these partial derivative slopes can be determined by fitting a function to this
curve. These steps were performed on the variables with small and large rates of change.
A statistical correlation was used to determine the quality of the fit function via
Pearson's Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient, or the R2-value. The R2-value

















2-1 V 7 /
n
SS = Sum of Square
A least squares fit was performed using the following functional definitions for the slope
sensitivity plots.
Linear y =mx+b where m is the slope and b is the intercept.
Polynomial y =
b+clx+c2x1+c1x'+- where b and c_ . . . cn are constants.
Logarithmic y = c\nx+b where c and b are constants and In is the
natural logarithm function.
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Exponential y =
ce"
where c and b are constants and e is the
base of the natural logarithm.
Power y =
cxb
where c and b are constants.
4.2.1 SmallRates ofChange
This section considered only those parameters that were previously defined as
marginal contributors to the systems stability. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.2
through Figure 4.8 of this section. These are the parameters, which demonstrated the
least amount of pole displacement per shift in variable magnitude. The data files, which
were used to generate these plots, appear in Appendix C.
Equation 4.3 is the result of substituting the curve-fit equations identified in
Figures 4.2 through 4.8 into the Taylor series Equation 4. 1 . Equation 4.3 can then be
used to predict the stability of the system when the specified parameters are perturbed.
The stipulation for use of equation 4.3 is that it is valid only within the parameter ranges
specified in Table 3.1. More concisely, equation 4.3 is the design tool, while Table 3.1
provides the upper and lower parameter limits, within which equation 4.3 is valid as
detailed in Appendix C.
root = 138.353 + (0.0404 - 0.6859 rH - 2.2292)(5.354 - rH)
+
(\E-09-Kb2 +5r07





Kn -0.01 36)(1870- Kn)
+ (6.7747 Jaero-sm)(2S.09 - Jaero) + (85316- Msp)(o.001462 - Msp)
+ (- 0.0015 Bbs + 6.2793)0 1.2538 - Bbs) + (3698 Mpist + 706.45)(o.0174 - Mpist)
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4.2.2 Large Rates ofChange
This section considers the set of parameters that were previously defined as
significant contributors to the systems stability (Section 3.2.3). These are the parameters,
which demonstrated the greatest amount of pole displacement per shift in variable
magnitude. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.8 through Figure 4.16 of this section.
The data files, which were used to generate these plots, also appear in Appendix C
Equation 4.4 is the result of substituting the curve-fit equations in the Taylor
series Equation 4.1. Equation 4.4 can then be used to predict the stability of the system
by varying the parameters specified therein. The only stipulation for using Equation 4.4
is that it is only valid for parameter ranges as specified in Table 3.2. More concisely,
Equation 4.4 is the design tool, while Table 3.2 provides the upper and lower parameter
limits, within which the equation is valid, along with the effects of increasing the
parameter magnitude.
root = 1 38.353 + (145.82
Ae~ 7947
)(5.62 - Ae) + (-0.0006Bpist + 0.5339)(\00- Bpist)
+ (-
\.4912Bsp2




(\E-]0Km2 Km- 0.0\34)(3312592- Km)






+ (2-06^-0.0624)(4167.3152-^) + (o.0008e-8"07^)(l86000-/<:M
+ (- 2659.1
6(\n(Mcyl))2
- 1220254 \n(Mcyl) - 15292.84)(o.0681 - Mcyl)
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Figure 4.11
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Chapter 5. Discussion ofResults
Section 5.1 ChapterOverview
This thesis is separated into four basic sections, they are: the definition, the model
derivation, the analysis of stability, and finally the mathematical prediction of the
instability. This chapter is devoted to the correlation of the mathematics with empirical
data and an explanation of how the work done in the individual chapters can be
synthesized into a single design methodology.
Section 5.2 Characteristic Equation Pole Analysis
The stability of the system was evaluated in Chapter 3 by determining the root
locations of the characteristic equation. When plotting the roots of the characteristic
equation on the s-plane there existed one complex conjugate pair of roots located in the
right-half s-plane. From this it was determined that the system was unstable when using
nominal parameters. The technique of pole mapping was then used to determine which
individual parameters had a large, small or no impact on the stability of the system when
the magnitude of the parameters were incremented up or down.
There existed seventeen parameters (Page 31) that had no impact on system
stability and subsequently were not considered in the stability investigation of Chapter 4.
There existed seven parameters (Page 32) that marginally moved the complex conjugate
root toward the imaginary axis or further shifted the root into the right-half s-plane. This
movement toward the imaginary axis has a stabilizing effect in stability while the
movement away from the imaginary axis has a destabilizing effect. A summary of the
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tests is given below in Table 5.1. These root location movements were designated as
small but were considered in the stability investigation of Chapter 4. The
'small'
designation is purely arbitrary and subjective. The remaining nine parameters (Page 36)
significantly shifted the root in the right-half s-plane. The movements were characterized
as 'large', which is equally subjective as the name given to the small movement
parameters. With the same criteria regarding direction ofmovement that was applied to
the small movement, the large moment pole location summary is given in Table 5.1.
Parameter Range Reaction to Increasing Magnitude
Actuator Effective Area 1-20 Stabilizing
Piston Damping 20-500 Stabilizing
Spool Damping 0.1-5 Stabilizing
Backup Structure Stiffness 5E+04-1E+06 Stabilizing
DDV Net Stiffness 500-10000 Destabilizing then Stabilizing after 7500
Effective Oil Compliance 1E+05-1E+06 Destabilizing then Stabilizing after 3.4E+05
Piston Stiffness 2E+05-1 E+07 Destabilizing
Flow Gain 500-10000 Destabilizing
Cylinder/Manifold Mass 0.01-0.2 Destabilizing
Horn Radius 1-20 Destabilizing then Stabilizing after 14
Bernoulli Spring Stiffness 100-3000 Destabilizing
DDV Motor Stiffness w/o Oil 100-3000 Destabilizing
Load Inertia 5-120 Stabilizing
DDV Motor Spool Mass 0.0006-0.002 Stabilizing
Structural Damping Factor 0.2-6 Stabilizing
Piston Mass 0.001-0.1 Stabilizing
Table 5.1 EquationRestrictions
Section 5.3 Stability Equations
The stability equations were derived in Chapter 4 and separated into respective
small-pole-movement and large-pole-movement equations 4.3 and 4.4. However, the
combination of Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4 may be accomplished via superposition as
shown in Equation 5. 1. Linearity was assumed to be valid for this study since the
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stability equation (Equation 5.1) is a first generation attempt at an overall stability
assessment scheme for design.
root = 138.353 +
(l45.82Ae"7947
)(5.62 - Ae) + (- 0.0006Bpist + 0.5339)(l00 - Bpist)
+ (-
\.4912Bsp2











+ (2-6A:?-0.0624)(4167.3152-^?) + (0.0008e-8"07^)(l86000-ii:fe)
+ (- 2659.16(\n(Mcyl)f
- 12202.54 \n(Mcyl) - 15292.84J(0.0681 - Mcyl)
+ (0.0404
rH2








Kn - 0.0136)(1870- Kn)
+ (6.7747
Jaero'08438
)(28.09 - Jaero) + (85316- e-598mMsp )(o.001462 - Msp)
+ (- 0.0015 Bbs + 6.2793)0 1.2538 - Bbs) + (3698 Mpist + 706.45)(0.0174 - Mpist)
This equation represents how each parameter, either positively or negatively
affects system stability, through the unstable root itself. The designer may assess the
stability of an actuator by using Equation 5.1 coupled with Table 5.1. The reason for this
coupling is discussed in Section 5.2.1. Equation 5.1 includes all the parameters affecting
actuator system stability. If a parameter value is not to be used or changed the difference
is zero (z-a=0) and the influence of this parameter change is omitted from the stability
calculations. Only the conditions and parameters of the equation that are of interest need
be used for system stability assessment.
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5.3.1 Limitations
Equation 5.1 should be used discriminately. That is, the present formulation may
only be used for an actuator that has the exact same dynamics as was used here for the
characteristic equation derivation. The nominal pole or root locations that were
examined herein were set a priori and deviation from this condition voids the above
relationships and functions. Another very important condition that must be met is the
acceptable parameter range for test. Table 5.1 brings together the final compilation of
what range is acceptable for each parameter. Also included in Table 5.1 is the impact,
whether positive or negative, of increasing the parameter magnitude on stability.
The coupling Table 5.1 with Equation 5.1 represents a concise method to design
for the actuator body mode problem. While empirical relationships have traditionally
been used in the past, they cannot test or define for all possible thresholds that were
executed here. Empirically derived relationships may be applicable for restricted
scenarios, however, they may lack the necessary foundation for design synthesis.
In a similar manner a mathematical derivation remains only a model unless it can
be proven to work as designed. Therefore testing must be completed in order to
synthesize what has been proven experimentally with what has been derived
mathematically.
5.3.2 Accuracy
Testing has been completed in which experimental relationships between flow
gain and backup structure stiffness were determined. A comparison was done between
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the experimental and the derived result in an effort to determine the
applicability/accuracy ofEquation 5.1.
Table 5.2 provides the results of the testing and the correlation to the
mathematically derived formula. The results of the correlation study indicate that the
mathematical prediction is conservative. However while it has correctly predicted only
one stable condition of five, the measure of stability can be seen in the magnitude of the
Flow Gain
(cis/in)











3,163 4.06 193,000 No 151.9426 No
2,084 2.81 186,000 No 197.3128 No
2,084 2.79 400,000 Marginally 75.3127 No
1,060 2.76 302,000 Yes 64.2815 No
1,916 4.88 571 ,000 Yes -157.9437 Yes
Table 5.2 Correlation
calculated root. Of course further testing would be necessary to determine a stability
threshold. From Table 5.2 it appears as if the equation 5.1 is conservative, however only
three (Flow Gain, Effective Area and Backup Structure Stiffness) of the sixteen
parameters from Table 5.1 were recorded from the test. Consequently, less than 20% of
the derived equation (Equation 5.1) was implemented in the comparison above. However
Table 5.2 indicates relative agreement between the empirical and mathematical
relationship to determine actuator stability. While further study is warranted, comparison
of experimental and mathematical system stability assessment suggests the mathematical
model derived herein is a viable tool for hydraulic actuator design and analysis.
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Section 6.1 Conclusions
Taylor's Theorem was the mathematical method that was utilized for this
investigation. This technique provided an adequate relationship for predicting system
stability and was used to develop a single stability function for a single characteristic
equation pole. The stability equation corresponded with empirical data.
For more complex systems there may be two or more poles that are identified as
causing instability. In this instance Taylor's Theorem would still be applied to assess
parametric changes on several unstable poles. The resulting stability functions would be
arranged in a Jacobian matrix to provide a multiple root solution in matrix equation form.
Section 6.2 Recommendations for the Future
Future recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
In depth testing of the stability equation to further verify and build confidence in the
function using empirical data to corroborate mathematical stability assessments.
Improve and obtain more complex dynamic models of physical elements of the
actuator, and repeat stability assessment procedure to more closely model real
behavior.
Expand region around unstable root(s) using Taylor's series approximation with
higher-order terms, thereby extending the useful range of the mathematical function.
Examine closed loop position and velocity feedback on servo actuator performance
and assess stability.
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Developing the state equations are the first steps in attaining the characteristic




























- [Bbs+Bsp) vCYL + Bsp vSP + f01L Kf coilN i, +d (t ) I
[-Km xsp + Bsp vCYL
-
Bsp vSP +Kf coilN i, ]
Msp
i. = : \Kemf vcrL
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Kemf vsp
- (coilR + Ki opamp)
-









- Bpist vprsT + f0IL ]
cb = [rH Kpist xR0DEND




The Laplace transform converts a function of a real variable, which depends on time, into
a function of a complex variable; that is, s = a +jco. The Laplace transform was
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- Kbs XCYL (s)
- {Bbs + Bsp) VCYL (s)
+ Bsp Vsp (s) + F0IL (s)
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= [-KmX5P {s) + Bsp VCYL (s)
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=- [- Kpist XR0DEND (s)






















The initial conditions were set to zero and the functional dependence on the Laplace
variable
'(s)'
































= [Km Xsp -Kbs-Xm-(Bbs +Bsp)- VcrL + Bsp Vsp + F0IL
-
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Msp
si,















sl = [rH Kpist XR0DCND




Substituted equation (A13) into equation (A15), (A16), (A17) and (A20).
Substituted equation (A14) into equation (A12), (A16), (A17), (A18) and (A19).
Substituted equation (A21) into equation (A 15) and (A22).
sXSP



























Kf coilN I, +D(sj\
(A26>
sVsp=-^-[-Km-Xsp+Bsp-XCYL-s-Bsp-VSP+Kf-coilN-I,] (A21)











= [rH Kpist XR0DEND
- Kaero 0 - Baero -Q-s]
Jaero (A30)
A-4
Rearranged equations (A23) and (A30) for future substitution.

















Koileff Kq v v ., v v ., v Koileff Kl
f ?-Xsp-Koileff X PIST s
-
Koileff X CYL s
f- F0lL
Ae Ae IAJJJ
2 Km Kbs Bbs Bsp Bsp 1




.. , toiL (A34)
Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl
v
Kf coilN , 1 _ / x















0 = t 5 \xi
[Jaero s + Baero s + Kaero)
Appendix A
Substituted equation (A31) into equation (A34), (A35) and (A36).
Substituted equation (A38) into equation (A32).
FoiL.s=Koii^_K1XsF_Ko.leff x Koileff.x (A39)
Ae Ae
2 Km Kbs Bbs v Bsp Bsp
CYL
'






Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl
Bsp v 1 r
Kf- coilN
r
1 n, x (A4)
+ tXCYLs + F0!L
J-
I, + D(s)
Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl Mcyl
y ,2x7 .2 _
Km Bsp Bsp Bsp Kf coilN (Ml)XSPs +XCYLs =--Xsp+XCYLs-Xsps-XCyLs+ /, tyvti;
Msp Msp Msp Msp Msp
_













' Tr ; fA49~












0 = X PIST [Jaero
s2






+ Baero s + Kaero)- s
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-^LXsP-s-I, s-^I, -A'pQmp7, +^S.E{s)
coilR Ki- opamp opamp
coilL coilL coilLcoilL
*r '
Foil =MPist -Xpist-s2+ BPist -Xpist-s +Kpist XR0DEND





















Substituted equation (A47) into equation (A46) and (A48).
Substituted equation (A49) into equation (A45) and (A46).
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Rearranged and simplified all equations.
Appendix A
Q = Koileff X CYL s
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Msp coilR X CYL s
2
-
Msp Ki opamp X CYL s
-
Msp coilL X sp
s3
-
Bsp coilL X sp
s2
-
Msp coilR X sp
s2
-
Msp Ki opamp Xsp s
-
Bsp Ki opamp X sp s
- Km coilL XSP s
-
Kf coilN Kemf X SP s
-
Bsp coilR X SP s
- Km Ki opamp X sp Km coilR X sp
+ Kf coilN opamp E(s)
(A57)
0 = Jaero X PlST
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- Mpist Koileff Kl X PIST
s2
+ Koileff Kl Mpist X PIST
s2
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- Bpist Koileff Kl X plST s
-
Ae2
Koileff X PIST s
+
Ae2 D{s)-
s + Koileff Kl D{s)




Msp coilR X CYL s
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Bsp coilL X sp
s2
-
Msp coilR X sp
s2
-
Msp Ki opamp XSP
s2
-
Bsp Ki opamp X sp s
- Km coilL X
SP
s Kf coilN Kemf X SP
s-
Bsp coilR X SP s
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- Km coilR X
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2
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Simplified equation (A59) and (A61).













Koileff Kl Mcyl X CYL
s2
-
Koileff Kl Msp XCYL
s2
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s + Koileff Kl D(s)
0 = -Msp coilL XCYL
s3
-
Msp coilR X CYL
s2
-
Msp Ki opamp XCYL
s2
-
Msp coilL X sp
s3
-
Bsp coilL X sp
s2
-
Msp coilR X sp
s2
-
Msp Ki opamp X SP
s2
-
Bsp Ki opamp X SP s




Kf coilN Kemf X sp s
-
Bsp coilR X sp s
- Km Ki opamp X sp
- Km coilR Xsp
+ Kf coilN opamp E{s) (A63)
0 = -Jaero Mcyl XCYL s
- Jaero Msp X CYL
s5
- Jaero Bbs XCYL
i4
- Baero Mcyl X
CYL
s4
- Baero Msp XCYL
j4
- Baero Bbs X
CYL
s3
- Jaero Kbs X
CYL
s3
- Kaero Mcyl XCYL
s3
Kaero Msp XCYL s -rH Kpist Mcyl XCYL
s3
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- s
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+ Jaero Mpist X PIST s + Jaero Bpist X P/ST s + Baero Mpist X PIST s + Baero Bpist X PIST
s3
+ Kaero Mpist XPlST s + Jaero Kpist X PIST s + Kaero Bpist X PIST s +rH Kpist Mpist X P!ST
+ Baero Kpist X
P/ST
s +rH - Kpist Bpist X
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Grouped similar terms in all equations.
0 = Mcyl+Ae2-Msp)xa.L
s3
Bbs + Koileff Kl Mcyl +Koileff Kl Msp)XCYL
s2









- (Koileff Kl Msp)Xsp
s2




+Ae2D(s)s +Koileff Kl D(s)
0 = (Msp coilL)XCYL
s3




-(Bsp coilL +Msp coilR +Msp Ki opamp)X sp (Adfi')
- (Bsp Ki opamp + Km coilL+Kf coilN Kemf + Bsp coilR)XSP s - (Km Ki opamp + Km coilR)XSP
+Kf coilN opamp E(s)
0 = -(jaero-Mcyl + Jaero Msp)XCYL
s5
- (jaero Bbs + Baero Mcyl + Baero Msp )X CYL
s4






- (Kaero Bbs +Baero Kbs + rH2Kpist Bbs)XCYL
s1
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s4






























Bbs + Koileff Kl Mcyl + Koileff Kl Msp









F = Koileff Kl Msp




K = Koileff Kl
M = Msp coilL
N = Msp coilR +Msp Ki opamp
P = Bsp coilL +Msp coilR +Msp Ki opamp
R = Bsp Ki opamp + Km coilL + Kf coilN Kemf + Bsp coilR
S = Km Ki opamp + Km coilR
T = Kf coilN opamp
V = Jaero Mcyl + Jaero Msp
W = Jaero Bbs + Baero Mcyl + Baero Msp





Y = Kaero Bbs + Baero Kbs +
rH2
Kpist Bbs
Z = Kaero Kbs +
rH2
Kpist Kbs
P = Jaero Msp
Y - Baero Msp
8 = Kaero Msp + rH
2
Kpist Msp
T) = Jaero Mpist
6 = Jaero Bpist + Baero Mpist
i = Baero Bpist + Kaero-Mpist + Jaero Kpist + rH Kpist Mpist
K = Kaero Bpist+ Baero Kpist +
rH2
Kpist Bpist












j + k)d(s) (A6g)



















Rearranged equation (A69) for future substitution.
0 = (-A s3-Bs2-Cs-D)xcYL+(-Es3-F-s2+H)xsp-(js)XP,^+{Ae2-s +K)D(s) (A71)











+ A - tj)xw5T + (jaero
s3
+Baero -s2+ (Kaero + rH2Kpist)sp(s) (A73)
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Substituted equation (A72) into equation (A71) and equation (A73).
-CTs-DT
M
( A-M s6+(AP + B M)-22T5 +(ar +bp+ C M)s4 \
+ (AS + B R +CP +dm) s3+(BS +C R +
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0 = : 22 E[s)
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-Y nY)
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((v M -p-MY + (vP +WM-yM -P-N)s7+(V R +WP +XM- 5M--1 N)s6)
+ (V s+w R +X- P+YM--s-nY
+ (W 5 + X R +YP + Z
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Redefined the variables in equation (A78) and equation (A79) for final substitution.
AA = A M-ME
BB = A P+BM-MF-NE
CC = A R +BP +CM-NF
DD = A S +BR +CP+DM +MH
EE = B S +CR +DP+NH
FF = C S +DR
GG = V M-P-M
HH = V P +WM-yM-P-N
JJ = V R +WP+XM-SM-yN
KK = V S +WR +XP +YM-8N
MM=WS+X R+YP+ZM
NN =XS +YR +ZP
PP =YS +Z-R
RR = Z S
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+{r]-K +e-Ae2Y +{d-K + i-Ae2Y +{i-K +
K-Ae2Y^




















+ (t]DD +9CC + i BB +
kAA)s*
+(t)EE +6DD + iCC+ k-BB+
XAA)s1
+ (r)FF+9EE+ iDD+KCC +XBB)s6+(riDS+eFF + iEE+KDD +XCCY
+ (9DS+i-FF + kEE+
XDD)s4







f 1 AT- ss+(rj-B-T +9
AT)s2
+(r\CT + e-BT +vAT--V-TJ)- s
\
+ (n-DT +9CT + 1 BT + k-AT--WT jY
+ (fl.DT + i-C-T + kBT + X AT -XT jY








+ (K-K +XAe2 +J Kaero + J KpistY +XKs
(j-s)
D(s)
r)AAsu+(riBB +9AA)sK+(riCC +9BB + i-AA+
GGj)s9
+ (r]DD +9CC + iBB +KAA +HH
j)-s*
+ (j]EE +GDD + iCC+ K-BB +XAA + JJ j)-
s1
+ (77 FF + 9 EE + 1 DD + K CC+ A- BB+ KK j)-
s6
+ (tjDS +9FF + iEE+kDD +XCC +MM
+ (9D-S + iFF +kEE+XDD +NN-J)s4+(iDS +kFF +XEE +PPJY





In this derivation there could be two different inputs, an applied signal or a disturbance
force. The result is that both could act as a forcing function. After applying the inverse
Laplace transform: the forcing function for the input is equation (A84) and the forcing
function for the disturbance input is equation (A85).
at
v ' dt1
+ (nCT +9BT + iAT-VT J)~-w ' dt"
+ (tiDT +9CT + iBT +kAT-WTJ)~ ....
dt (A84)
+ (9DT+iCT +kBT +XAT-XTJ) rv ; dt4
+ (i-DT +kCT+XBT-YT j)~v ' dt3













+ (9 K M +1-
Ae1






+ (i-K-M+K-Ae2M +Baero- J M +9 K N + i-
Ae2
N + Jaero- J N)
d6u
dt6
+ (KKM+XAe2-M+JKaeroM + JrH2KpistM+iKN +KAe2N+BaeroJN) %v
dt
,4





The characteristic equation, equation (A86), is an eleventh order polynomial.
0 =
(77-AA)-rn
+ (r]-BB + e-AA)-r10
+ (r]-CC + e-BB + i-AA +
GGj)r9
+ {riDD +9CC + iBB + KAA +
HHJ)r*
+ {riEE + dDD + iCC + K-BB + ?iAA +
JJj)r1
+ (r]FF +9EE + iDD +KCC +XBB +
KKj)r6
+ (r]DS +OFF + iEE + KDD + X- CC +MM j)- r
+ (dDS+lFF +KEE +XDD +NN-j)Y
+ {l-DS +K-FF +
XEE+PPj)r3





















































































Figure B3 Sampling ResistorStability Test
(ParameterRange 0.5 < Rs < 15 ohms)
1000
800



















Figure B4 Total LoopResistance StabilityTest




























Figure B5Actuator LVDT Gain Stability Test























Figure B6 Op-AmpGain Stability Test
(ParameterRange
1e04


























Figure B7 Coil Self Inductance Stability Test


















Figure B8 CoilMutual Inductance StabilityTest












Pressure Sensitivity [min.step.max] [1000000:500000:10000000]
-1000
-1000



































Figure BIO Current FeedbackGain Stability Test























FigureBllMotor Force Gain StabilityTest





















Figure B12MotorBack EMF StabilityTest























Figure B13 Aerodynamic SpringRate StabilityTest
(ParameterRange 250 < Kaero < 3,000 lbf-in/radian)
1000
800




















Figure B14 Number ofCoil Turns Stability Test














Aerodynamic Damping [min.step.max] [50:50:500]
-1000










Figure B15 Aerodynamic Damping Factor StabilityTest










DDV LVDT Sensitivity [min.step.max] [100:100:1000]
-1000
| | X












Figure B16Motor LVDT Gain Stability Test
(ParameterRange 100 < DDVLVDT < 1,000 V/in)
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Developing the Taylor series functions required the use ofEXCEL for the
plotting and curve-fitting calculations. The following pages are the data files used to
generate the plots and determined the quality of the fit functions.
The spreadsheets are all set-up the same
Column 1 - Original root and parameter value.
Column 2 - Range of parameter values to be tested.
Column 3 - Change in parameter value from original.
Column 4 - Calculated root with tested parameter value.
Column 5 - Taylor series partial derivative coefficient for new parameter value
and root.
Column 6 - Derived root using the least squares approximation fit function.
Column 7 - Difference between actual root and predicted root using the derived
function.
The spreadsheet for the cylinder mass (Page C-18) is the only exception. Here, a least




Page C-3 Spreadsheet for the Horn Radius
Page C-4 Spreadsheet for the Bernoulli Spring Stiffness
Page C-5 Spreadsheet for the DDVMotor Stiffness Without Oil
Page C-6 Spreadsheet for the Load Inertia
Page C-7 Spreadsheet for the DDVMotor Spool Mass
Page C-8 Spreadsheet for the Structural Damping Factor
Page C-9 Spreadsheet for the Piston Mass
Large Root Sensitivity
Page C-10 Spreadsheet for the Actuator Effective Area
Page C- 1 1 Spreadsheet for the Piston Damping Coefficient
Page C-12 Spreadsheet for the Spool Damping Factor
Page C-13 Spreadsheet for the Backup Structure Stiffness
Page C-14 Spreadsheet for the DDV Net Stiffness
Page C-15 Spreadsheet for the Effective Actuator Oil Compliance
Page C-16 Spreadsheet for the Piston Stiffness
Page C- 1 7 Spreadsheet for the DDV Flow Gain




m rHi"> ArH Root with rH"* Rate of Chanae Derived Root ^ Roots
138.3533514 1.0 4.35 125.1588 -3.0304 125.8369 0.678
1.5 3.85 125.8037 -3.2563 126.1472 0.343
rHoM 2.0 3.35 126.6989 -3.4748 126.8176 0.119
5.354 2.5 2.85 127.8365 -3.6849 127.8180 0.019
3.0 2.35 129.2068 -3.8855 129.1179 0.089
3.5 1.85 130.7974 -4.0755 130.6872 0.110
4.0 1.35 132.5939 -4.2537 132.4954 0.098
4.5 0.85 134.5796 -4.4190 134.5124 0.067
5.0 0.35 136.7355 -4.5702 136.7077 0.028
5.5 -0.15 139.0405 -4.7064 139.0512 0.011
6.0 -0.65 141.4713 -4.8265 141.5124 0.041
6.5 -1.15 144.0024 -4.9294 144.0612 0.059
7.0 -1.65 146.6065 -5.0141 146.6671 0.061
7.5 -2.15 149.2544 -5.0797 149.3000 0.046
8.0 -2.65 151.9152 -5.1254 151.9294 0.014
8.5 -3.15 154.5565 -5.1504 154.5252 0.031
9.0 -3.65 157.1447 -5.1540 157.0570 0.088
9.5 -4.15 159.6454 -5.1356 159.4944 0.151
10.0 -4.65 162.0232 -5.0947 161.8073 0.216
10.5 -5.15 164.2427 -5.0310 163.9653 0.277
11.0 -5.65 166.2682 -4.9442 165.9380 0.330
11.5 -6.15 168.0643 -4.8342 167.6953 0.369
12.0 -6.65 169.5963 -4.7010 169.2067 0.390
12.5 -7.15 170.8304 -4.5448 170.4421 0.388
13.0 -7.65 171.7340 -4.3658 171.3711 0.363
13.5 -8.15 172.2759 -4.1643 171.9633 0.313
14.0 -8.65 172.4267 -3.9409 172.1886 0.238
14.5 -9.15 172.1588 -3.6962 172.0166 0.142
15.0 -9.65 171.4468 -3.4308 171.4169 0.030
15.5 -10.15 170.2673 -3.1455 170.3594 0.092
16.0 -10.65 168.5995 -2.841 1 168.8137 0.214
16.5 -11.15 166.4247 -2.5185 166.7495 0.325
17.0 -11.65 163.7266 -2.1787 164.1364 0.410
17.5 -12.15 160.4913 -1 .8226 160.9443 0.453
.18.0 -12.65 156.7072 -1.4514 157.1428 0.436
18.5 -13.15 152.3651 -1.0659 152.7016 0.336
19.0 -13.65 147.4579 -0.6672 147.5903 0.132
19.5 -14.15 141.9808 -0.2564 141.7788 0.202




r Kb AKb Root withKb Rate of Change Derived Root a Roots
138.3533514 100 651 .30 120.6914 -0.0271 120.6771779 0.014
150 601 .30 122.0695 -0.0271 122.0567265 0.013
Kboia 200 551 .30 123.4474 -0.0270 123.4352816 0.012
751.2960 250 501.30 124.8240 -0.0270 124.8120932 0.012
300 451.30 126.1986 -0.0269 126.1864112 0.012
350 401.30 127.5701 -0.0269 127.5574857 0.013
400 351.30 128.9377 -0.0268 128.9245667 0.013
450 301 .30 130.3003 -0.0267 130.2869042 0.013
500 251.30 131.6571 -0.0266 131.6437482 0.013
550 201 .30 133.0070 -0.0266 132.9943486 0.013
600 151.30 134.3492 -0.0265 134.3379555 0.011
650 101.30 135.6827 -0.0264 135.6738189 0.009
700 51.30 137.0064 -0.0263 137.0011888 0.005
750 1.30 138.3195 -0.0261 138.3193152 0.000
800 -48.70 139.6209 -0.0260 139.627448 0.007
850 -98.70 140.9096 -0.0259 140.9248373 0.015
900 -148.70 142.1848 -0.0258 142.2107331 0.026
950 -198.70 143.4452 -0.0256 143.4843854 0.039
1000 -248.70 144.6901 -0.0255 144.7450442 0.055
1050 -298.70 145.9183 -0.0253 145.9919594 0.074
1100 -348.70 147.1290 -0.0252 147.2243811 0.095
1150 -398.70 148.3210 -0.0250 148.4415593 0.121
1200 -448.70 149.4934 -0.0248 149.642744 0.149
1250 -498.70 150.6452 -0.0246 150.8271852 0.182
1300 -548.70 151.7754 -0.0245 151.9941328 0.219
1350 -598.70 152.8831 -0.0243 153.1428369 0.260
1400 -648.70 153.9673 -0.0241 154.2725475 0.305
1450 -698.70 155.0270 -0.0239 155.3825146 0.356
1500 -748.70 156.0613 -0.0237 156.4719882 0.411
1550 -798.70 157.0692 -0.0234 157.5402182 0.471
1600 -848.70 158.0500 -0.0232 158.5864547 0.536
1650 -898.70 159.0025 -0.0230 159.6099477 0.607
1700 -948.70 159.9260 -0.0227 160.6099472 0.684
1750 -998.70 160.8197 -0.0225 161.5857032 0.766
1800 -1048.70 161.6825 -0.0222 162.5364656 0.854
1850 -1098.70 162.5138 -0.0220 163.4614845 0.948
1900 -1148.70 163.3127 -0.0217 164.3600099 1.047
1950 -1198.70 164.0784 -0.0215 165.2312918 1.153
2000 -1248.70 164.8102 -0.0212 166.0745802 1.264
2050 -1298.70 165.5073 -0.0209 166.889125 1.382
2100 -1348.70 166.1690 -0.0206 167.6741763 1.505
2150 -1398.70 166.7946 -0.0203 168.4289841 1.634
2200 -1448.70 167.3835 -0.0200 169.1527984 1.769
2250 -1498.70 167.9349 -0.0197 169.8448692 1.910
2300 -1548.70 168.4484 -0.0194 170.5044464 2.056
2350 -1598.70 168.9232 -0.0191 171.1307801 2.208
2400 -1648.70 169.3589 -0.0188 171.7231203 2.364
2450 -1698.70 169.7548 -0.0185 172.280717 2.526
2500 -1748.70 170.1105 -0.0182 172.8028202 2.692
2550 -1798.70 170.4254 -0.0178 173.2886798 2.863
2600 -1848.70 170.6992 -0.0175 173.7375459 3.038
2650 -1898.70 170.9313 -0.0172 174.1486685 3.217
2700 -1948.70 1 171.1213 -0.0168 174.5212976 3.400
2750 -1998.70 171.2689 -0.0165 174.8546832 3.586
2800 -2048.70 171.3737 -0.0161 175.1480752 3.774
2850 -2098.70 171.4353 -0.0158
n
175.4007237 3.965
2900 -2148.70 171.4534 -0.0154 175.6118787 4.158
2950 -2198.70 171.4277 -0.0150 175.7807902 4.353




n> Knn. AKn Root with Kn<w Rate of Chanae Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 100 1770.00 114.2747 -0.013604 114.2813514 0.007
150 1720.00 114.9574 -0.013602 114.9639314 0.007
Know 200 1670.00 115.6413 -0.013600 115.6480314 0.007
1870 250 1620.00 116.3263 -0.013597 116.3335014 0.007
300 1570.00 117.0122 -0.013593 117.0201914 0.008
350 1520.00 117.6989 -0.013588 117.7079514 0.009
400 1470.00 118.3863 -0.013583 118.3966314 0.010
450 1420.00 119.0743 -0.013577 119.0860814 0.012
500 1370.00 119.7628 -0.013570 119.7761514 0.013
550 1320.00 120.4515 -0.013562 120.4666914 0.015
600 1270.00 121.1405 -0.013553 121.1575514 0.017
650 1220.00 121.8296 -0.013544 121.8485814 0.019
700 1170.00 122.5186 -0.013534 122.5396314 0.021
750 1120.00 123.2076 -0.013523 123.2305514 0.023
800 1070.00 123.8962 -0.013511 123.9211914 0.025
850 1020.00 124.5845 -0.013499 124.6114014 0.027
900 970.00 125.2723 -0.013486 125.3010314 0.029
950 920.00 125.9595 -0.013472 125.9899314 0.030
1000 870.00 126.6460 -0.013457 126.6779514 0.032
1050 820.00 127.3316 -0.013441 127.3649414 0.033
1100 770.00 128.0163 -0.013425 128.0507514 0.034
1150 720.00 128.6999 -0.013408 128.7352314 0.035
1200 670.00 129.3824 -0.013390 129.4182314 0.036
1250 620.00 130.0635 -0.013371 130.0996014 0.036
1300 570.00 130.7432 -0.013351 130.7791914 0.036
1350 520.00 131.4213 -0.013331 131.4568514 0.036
1400 470.00 132.0978 -0.013310 132.1324314 0.035
1450 420.00 132.7725 -0.013288 132.8057814 0.033
1500 370.00 133.4454 -0.013265 133.4767514 0.031
1550 320.00 134.1162 -0.013241 134.1451914 0.029
1600 270.00 134.7848 -0.013217 134.8109514 0.026
1650 220.00 135.4512 -0.013192 135.4738814 0.023
1700 170.00 136.1152 -0.013166 136.1338314 0.019
f 1750 120.00 136.7767 -0.013139 136.7906514 0.014
1800 70.00 137.4356 -0.013111 137.4441914 0.009
1850 20.00 138.0917 -0.013083 138.0943014 0.003
1900 -30.00 138.7450 -0.013053 138.7408314 0.004
1950 -80.00 139.3952 -0.013023 139.3836314 0.012
2000 -130.00 140.0423 -0.012992 140.0225514 0.020
2050 -180.00 140.6862 -0.012960 140.6574414 0.029
2100 -230.00 141.3268 -0.012928 141.2881514 0.039
2150 -280.00 141.9638 -0.012894 141.9145314 0.049
2200 -330.00 142.5972 -0.012860 142.5364314 0.061
2250 -380.00 143.2269 -0.012825 143.1537014 0.073
2300 -430.00 143.8527 -0.012789 143.7661914 0.087
2350 -480.00 144.4746 -0.012753 144.3737514 0.101
2400 -530.00 145.0923 -0.012715 144.9762314 0.116
2450 -580.00 145.7058 -0.012677 145.5734814 0.132
2500 -630.00 146.3149 -0.012637 146.1653514 0.150
2550 -680.00 146.9195 -0.012597 146.7516914 0.168
2600 -730.00 147.5196 -0.012556 147.3323514 0.187
2650 -780.00 148.1148 -0.012515 147.9071814 0.208
2700 -830.00 148.7053 -0.012472 148.4760314 0.229
2750 -880.00 149.2907 -0.012429 149.0387514 0.252
2800 -930.00 149.8711 -0.012385 149.5951914 0.276
2850 -980.00 150.4462 -0.012340 150.1452014 0.301
2900 -1030.00 151.0160 -0.012294 150.6886314 0.327
2950 -1080.00 151.5802 -0.012247 151.2253314 0.355




r Jaeron* AJaero Root with Jaero* Rate of Change Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 5 23.09 168.7504 1.316459 178.5808577 9.830
10 18.09 156.4955 1 .002883 155.9135181 0.582
Jaerooid 15 13.09 148.1669 0.749701 147.3782828 0.789
28.0900 20 8.09 143.1511 0.593048 142.7288694 0.422
25 3.09 139.8652 0.489261 139.7377679 0.127
30 -1.91 137.5589 0.415962 137.6196345 0.061
35 -6.91 135.8548 0.361588 136.0226668 0.168
40 -11.91 134.5457 0.319702 134.7642675 0.219
45 -16.91 133.5091 0.286470 133.7396131 0.230
50 -21.91 132.6683 0.259472 132.8839278 0.216
55 -26.91 131.9727 0.237109 132.1548639 0.182
60 -31.91 131.3878 0.218286 131.5234749 0.136
65 -36.91 130.8892 0.202226 130.969247 0.080
70 -41.91 130.4591 0.188363 130.4772009 0.018
75 -46.91 130.0842 0.176276 130.0361195 0.048
80 -51.91 129.7547 0.165645 129.6374207 0.117
85 -56.91 129.4628 0.156221 129.2744152 0.188
90 -61.91 129.2024 0.147811 128.9418038 0.261
95 -66.91 128.9686 0.140260 128.6353284 0.333
100 -71.91 128.7576 0.133441 128.3515239 0.406
105 -76.91 128.5662 0.127255 128.0875384 0.479
110 -81.91 128.3918 0.121616 127.8410005 0.551
115 -86.91 128.2322 0.116456 127.6099208 0.622




ro Mspnew aMsd Root with MsD""* Rate of Chanae Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 0.0007000 0.000762 180.2330 54960.2245 181.1280291 0.895
0.0008000 0.000662 173.7592 53483.2138 173.3574195 0.402
MSDf 0.0009000 0.000562 166.8544 50713.6859 166.3448146 0.510
0.001462 0.0010000 0.000462 160.3361 47581.6599 160.0283969 0.308
0.0011000 0.000362 154.4565 44483.8219 154.3509711 0.106
0.0012000 0.000262 149.2472 41579.4688 149.2596364 0.012
0.0013000 0.000162 144.6586 38921.2443 144.7054806 0.047
0.0014000 0.000062 140.6172 36514.4457 140.6432948 0.026
0.0015000 -0.000038 137.0483 34344.3871 137.0313089 0.017
0.0016000 -0.000138 133.8837 32389.0958 133.8309442 0.053
0.0017000 -0.000238 131.0646 30625.1343 131.006584 0.058
0.0018000 -0.000338 128.5412 29030.1560 128.5253595 0.016
0.0019000 -0.000438 126.2716 27583.9042 126.3569509 0.085




ro Bbsnw ABbs Root with BbS""* Rate of Change Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 0.20 11.05 207.7597 6.2790 207.7601616 0.000
0.30 10.95 207.1302 6.2788 207.1306185 0.000
Bbsin 0.40 10.85 206.5007 6.2787 206.5011054 0.000
11.2538 0.50 10.75 205.8712 6.2785 205.8716224 0.000
0.60 10.65 205.2418 6.2784 205.2421693 0.000
0.70 10.55 204.6124 6.2782 204.61 27462 0.000
0.80 10.45 203.9830 6.2781 203.9833531 0.000
0.90 10.35 203.3537 6.2779 203.3539901 0.000
1.00 10.25 202.7244 6.2778 202.724657 0.000
1.10 10.15 202.0951 6.2776 202.0953539 0.000
1.20 10.05 201.4658 6.2775 201 .4660809 0.000
1.30 9.95 200.8366 6.2773 200.8368378 0.000
1.40 9.85 200.2074 6.2772 200.2076247 0.000
1.50 9.75 199.5782 6.2770 199.5784417 o.ooo
1.60 9.65 198.9491 6.2769 198.9492886 0.000
1.70 9.55 198.3200 6.2767 198.3201655 0.000
1.80 9.45 197.6909 6.2766 197.6910724 0.000
1.90 9.35 197.0618 6.2764 197.0620094 0.000
2.00 9.25 196.4328 6.2763 196.4329763 0.000
2.10 9.15 195.8038 6.2761 195.8039732 0.000
2.20 9.05 195.1748 6.2760 195.1750002 0.000
2.30 8.95 194.5459 6.2758 194.5460571 0.000
2.40 8.85 193.9170 6.2757 193.917144 0.000
2.50 8.75 193.2881 6.2755 193.288261 0.000
2.60 8.65 192.6593 6.2754 192.6594079 0.000
2.70 8.55 192.0305 6.2752 192.0305848 0.000
2.80 8.45 191.4017 6.2751 191.4017917 0.000
2.90 8.35 190.7729 6.2749 190.7730287 0.000
3.00 8.25 190.1442 6.2748 190.1442956 0.000
3.10 8.15 189.5155 6.2746 189.5155925 0.000
3.20 8.05 188.8868 6.2745 188.8869195 0.000
3.30 795 188.2582 6.2743 188.2582764 0.000
3.40 7.85 187.6296 6.2742 187.6296633 0.000
3.50 7.75 187.0010 6.2740 187.0010803 0.000
3.60 7.65 186.3724 6.2739 186.3725272 0.000
3.70 7.55 185.7439 6.2737 185.7440041 0.000
3.80 7.45 185.1154 6.2736 185.115511 0.000
3.90 7.35 184.4870 6.2734 184.487048 0.000
4.00 7.25 183.8585 6.2733 183.8586149 0.000
4.10 7.15 183.2301 6.2731 183.2302118 0.000
4.20 7.05 182.6018 6.2730 182.6018388 0.000
4.30 6.95 181.9734 6.2728 181.9734957 0.000
4.40 6.85 181.3451 6.2727 181.3451826 0.000
4.50 6.75 180.7168 6.2725 180.7168996 0.000
4.60 6.65 180.0886 6.2724 180.0886465 0.000
4.70 6.55 179.4603 6.2722 179.4604234 0.000
4.80 6.45 178.8321 6.2721 178.8322303 0.000
4.90 6.35 178.2040 6.2719 178.2040673 0.000
5.00 6.25 177.5758 6.2718 177.5759342 0.000
5.10 6.15 176.9477 6.2716 176.9478311 0.000
5.20 6.05 176.3197 6.2715 176.3197581 0.000
5.30 5.95 175.6916 6.2713 175.691715 0.000
5.40 5.85 175.0636 6.2712 175.0637019 0.000
5.50 5.75 174.4356 6.2710 174.4357189 0.000
5.60 5.65 173.8076 6.2709 173.8077658 0.000
5.70 5.55 173.1797 6.2707 173.1798427 o.ooo
5.80 5.45 172.5518 6.2706 172.5519496 0.000
5.90 5.35 171.9240 6.2704 171.9240866 0.000




p> MDiStnev. AMDist Root with Moist"'" Rate of Change Derived Root a Roots
138.3533514 0.001 0.016 150.0774 713.011559 150.0303605 0.047
0.002 0.015 149.4160 716.351875 149.377321 0.039
Mrjistou 0.003 0.014 148.7481 719.707546 148.7168854 0.031
0.0174 0.004 0.013 148.0737 723.078476 148.0490539 0.025
0.005 0.012 147.3928 726.464566 147.3738263 0.019
0.006 0.011 146.7053 729.865712 146.6912028 0.014
0.007 0.010 146.0111 733.281802 146.0011832 0.010
0.008 0.009 145.3102 736.712719 145.3037677 0.006
0.009 0.008 144.6026 740.158338 144.5989561 0.004
0.010 0.007 143.8882 743.618530 143.8867486 0.001
0.011 0.006 143.1669 747.0931 57 143.167145 0.000
0.012 0.005 142.4388 750.582077 142.4401455 0.001
0.013 0.004 141.7038 754.085138 141.7057499 0.002
0.014 0.003 140.9618 757.602182 140.9639584 0.002
0.015 0.002 140.2128 761.133045 140.2147708 0.002
0.016 0 001 139.4568 764.677555 139.4581873 0 001
0.017 0.000 138.6937 768.235531 138.6942077 0.000
0.018 -0.001 137.9235 771.806785 137.9228322 0.001
0.019 -0.002 137.1461 775.391121 137.1440606 0.002
0.020 -0.003 136.3615 778.988337 136.3578931 0.004
0.021 -0.004 135.5697 782.598219 135.5643295 0.005
0.022 -0.005 134.7706 786.220546 134.76337 0.007
0.023 -0.006 133.9642 789.855090 133.9550144 0.009
0.024 -0.007 133.1504 793.501612 133.1392629 0.011
0.025 -0.008 132.3293 797.159865 132.3161153 0.013
0.026 -0.009 131.5007 800.829591 131.4855718 0.015
0.027 -0.010 130.6647 804.510526 130.6476322 0.017
0.028 -0.01 1 129.8212 808.202394 129.8022967 0.019
0.029 -0.012 128.9702 81 1 .904908 128.9495651 0.021
0.030 -0.013 128.1117 815.617774 128.0894376 0.022
0.031 -0.014 127.2456 819.340685 127.221914 0.024
0.032 -0.015 126.3719 823.073327 126.3469945 0.025
0.033 -0.016 125.4906 826.815371 125.4646789 0.026
0.034 -0.017 124.6017 830.566482 124.5749674 0.027
0.035 -0.018 123.7051 834.326309 123.6778599 0.027
0.036 -0.019 122.8009 838.094494 122.7733563 0.028
0.037 -0.020 121.8889 841 .870665 121.8614568 0.027
0.038 -0.021 120.9693 845.654440 120.9421612 0.027
0.039 -0.022 120.0419 849.445424 120.0154697 0.026
0.040 -0.023 119.1068 853.24321 1 119.0813821 0.025
0.041 -0.024 118.1639 857.047382 118.1398986 0.024
0.042 -0.025 117.2133 860.857506 117.191019 0.022
0.043 -0.026 116.2550 864.673138 116.2347435 0.020
0.044 -0.027 115.2888 868.493824 115.2710719 0.018
0.045 -0.028 114.3149 872.319093 114.3000044 0.015
0.046 -0.029 113.3332 876.148462 113.3215408 0.012
0.047 -0.030 112.3438 879.981436 112.3356813 0.008
0.048 -0.031 111.3466 883.817505 111.3424257 0.004
0.049 -0.032 110.3416 887.656146 110.3417742 0.000
0.050 -0.033 109.3289 891.496822 109.3337266 0.005
0.051 -0.034 108.3085 895.338982 108.3182831 0.010
0.052 -0.035 107.2804 899.182060 107.2954435 0.015
0.053 -0.036 106.2445 903.025477 106.265208 0.021
0.054 -0.037 105.2010 906.868638 105.2275764 0.027
0.055 -0.038 104.1498 910.710934 104.1825489 0.033
0.056 -0.039 103.0910 914.551742 103.1301253 0.039
0.057 -0.040 102.0246 918.390423 102.0703058 0.046
0.058 -0.041 100.9507 922.226324 101.0030902 0.052
0.059 -0.042 99.8692 926.058775 99.92847868 0.059
0.060 -0.043 98.7802 929.887092 98.84647113 0.066
0.061 -0.044 97.6838 933.710577 97.75706759 0.073
0.062 -0.045 96.5800 937.528514 96.66026804 0.080
0.063 -0.046 95.4688 941.340173 95.55607249 0.087
0.064 -0.047 94.3503 945.144808 94.44448094 0.094
0.065 -0.048 93.2246 948.941658 93.32549339 0.101
0.066 -0.049 92.0917 952.729946 92.19910984 0.107
0.067 -0.050 90.9517 956.508881 91 .06533029 0.114
0.068 -0.051 89.8047 960.277653 89.92415475 0.119




r Aenew AAe Root with Aen* Rate of Chanae Derived Root ARoots
138.3533514 1.0 4.62 653.82 1 1 1 .5727 812.0417514 158.222
1.5 4.12 524.68 93.7681 573.6392382 48.961
Aew 2.0 3.62 429.35 80.3856 442.6499703 13.301
5.62 2.5 3.12 357.84 70.3480 358.002115 0.163
3.0 2.62 302.29 62.5708 297.9229395 4.366
3.5 2.12 257.84 56.3616 252.5838519 5.256
4.0 1.62 221 .43 51.2818 216.8543232 4.576
4.5 1.12 191.04 47.0437 187.776127 3.266
5.0 0.62 165.29 43.4510 163.5148973 1.778
5.5 0.12 143.20 40.3650 142.8680848 0.329
6.0 -0.38 124.03 37.6847 125.011875 0.979
6.5 -0.88 107.26 35.3347 109.3613951 2.103
7.0 -1.38 92.46 33.2573 95.4889495 3.031
7.5 -1.88 79.31 31.4076 83.07389579 3.767
8.0 -2.38 67.55 29.7504 71.87068358 4.323
8.5 -2.88 56.97 28.2570 61.6877827 4.715
9.0 -3.38 47.42 26.9045 52.37338479 4.957
9.5 -3.88 38.74 25.6740 43.80545502 5.067
10.0 -4.38 30.83 24.5498 35.88465656 5.059
10.5 -4.88 23.58 23.5186 28.52921925 4.947
11.0 -5.38 16.93 22.5697 21.67115306 4.743
11.5 -5.88 10.80 21.6934 15.25340995 4.458
12.0 -6.38 5.13 20.8820 9.227726434 4.101
12.5 -6.88 -0.13 20.1284 3.55296257 3.683
13.0 -7.38 -5.02 19.4268 -1.806191917 3.210
13.5 -7.88 -9.57 18.7719 -6.880236241 2.689
14.0 -8.38 -13.82 18.1594 -11.69566838 2.127
14.5 -8.88 -17.80 17.5852 -16.27563476 1.528
15.0 -9.38 -21.54 17.0459 -20.64045577 0.897
15.5 -9.88 -25.05 16.5384 -24.80805421 0.238
16.0 -10.38 -28.35 16.0601 -28.79430716 0.444
16.5 -10.88 -31.47 15.6084 -32.61333674 1.147
17.0 -11.38 -34.41 15.1812 -36.27775206 1.869
17.5 -11.88 -37.19 14.7767 -39.79885169 2.605
18.0 -12.38 -39.83 14.3930 -43.18679397 3.355
18.5 -12.88 -42.33 14.0285 -46.45074109 4.116
19.0 -13.38 -44.71 13.6820 -49.59898155 4.887
19.5 -13.88 -46.97 13.3521 -52.63903469 5.665
20.0 -14.38 -49.13 13.0376 -55.5777404 6.450
20.5 -14.88 -51.18 12.7375 -58.4213363 7.240
21.0 -15.38 -53.14 12.4509 -61.17552453 8.035
21.5 -15.88 -55.01 12.1767 -63.84552968 8.832
22.0 -16.38 -56.80 11.9144 -66.43614921 9.632
22.5 -16.88 -58.52 11.6630 -68.95179759 10.433
23.0 -17.38 -60.16 11.4220 -71.39654491 11.235
23.5 -17.88 -61.74 11.1907 -73.77415085 12.037
24.0 -18.38 -63.25 10.9686 -76.08809469 12.839
24.5 -18.88 -64.70 10.7550 -78.34160176 13.640




ro BDiStntw ABoist Root with BDistns* Rate of Chanae Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 25.00 75.00 176.16 0.5041 177.2708514 1.109
35.00 65.00 170.90 0.5007 171.6918514 0.790
Boistow 45.00 55.00 165.70 0.4972 166.2328514 0.532
100 55.00 45.00 160.56 0.4936 160.8938514 0.329
65.00 35.00 155.50 0.4898 155.6748514 0.179
75.00 25.00 150.50 0.4859 150.5758514 0.076
85.00 15.00 145.58 0.4818 145.5968514 0.016
95.00 5.00 140.74 0.4776 140.7378514 0.004
105.00 -5.00 135.99 0.4733 135.9988514 0.012
115.00
"~
-15.00 131.32 0.4688 131.3798514 0.059
125.00 -25.00 126.75 0.4643 126.8808514 0.134
135.00 -35.00 122.27 0.4596 122.5018514 0.233
145.00 -45.00 117.89 0.4547 118.2428514 0.353
155.00 -55.00 113.62 0.4498 114.1038514 0.489
165.00 -65.00 109.45 0.4447 110.0848514 0.638
175.00 -75.00 105.39 0.4395 106.1858514 0.798
185.00 -85.00 101.44 0.4342 102.4068514 0.964
195.00 -95.00 97.61 0.4288 98.74785136 1.133
205.00 -105.00 93.90 0.4233 95.20885136 1.304
215.00 -115.00 90.32 0.4177 91.78985136 1.473
225.00 -125.00 86.85 0.4120 88.49085136 1.637
235.00 -135.00 83.52 0.4062 85.31185136 1.795
245.00 -145.00 80.31 0.4003 82.25285136 1.945
255.00 -155.00 77.23 0.3943 79.31385136 2.084
265.00 -165.00 74.28 0.3883 76.49485136 2.212
275.00 -175.00 71.47 0.3822 73.79585136 2.327
285.00 -185.00 68.79 0.3760 71.21685136 2.429
295.00 -195.00 66.24 0.3698 68.75785136 2.517
305.00 -205.00 63.83 0.3635 66.41885136 2.591
315.00 -215.00 61.55 0.3572 64.19985136 2.651




345.00 -245.00 55.51 0.3381 58.26285136 2.753
355.00 -255.00 53.76 0.3317 56.52385136 2.765
365.00 -265.00 52.14 0.3254 54.90485136 2.769
375.00 -275.00 50.64 0.3190 53.40585136 2.767
385.00 -285.00 49.27 0.3126 52.02685136 2.761
395.00 -295.00 48.01 0.3062 50.76785136 2.753
405.00 -305.00 46.88 0.2999 49.62885136 2.747
415.00 -315.00 45.86 0.2936 48.60985136 2.746
425.00 -325.00 44.96 0.2874 47.71085136 2.752
435.00 -335.00 44.16 0.2812 46.93185136 2.769
445.00 -345.00 43.47 0.2750 46.27285136 2.801
455.00 -355.00 42.88 0.2689 45.73385136 2.852
465.00 -365.00 42.39 0.2629 45.31485136 2.924
475.00 -375.00 41.99 0.2570 45.01585136 3.022
485.00 -385.00 41.69 0.2511 44.83685136 3.150
495.00 -395.00 41.47 0.2453 44.77785136 3.312
505.00 -405.00 41.33 0.2396 44.83885136 3.511




ro BSDnew aBsd Root withBsd Rate of Chanae Derived Root a Roots
138.3533514 0.08 0.36 160.90 61.9315 161.3942114 0.4913
0.16 0.28 156.11 62.5065 156.3950047 0.2832
BSD 0.24 0.20 151.22 63.0196 151.3562605 0.1403




0.48 -0.04 136.05 64.2159 136.0487977 0.0005
0.56 -0.12 130.88 64.5091 130.8978981 0.0208
0.64 -0.20 125.67 64.7535 125.730458 0.0620
0.72 -0.28 120.43 64.9515 120.5510769 0.1175
0.80 -0.36 115.18 65.1052 115.3643542 0.1816
0.88 -0.44 109.93 65.2167 110.1748894 0.2492
0.96 -0.52 104.67 65.2881 104.9872817 0.3157
1.04 -0.60 99.43 65.3212 99.80613068 0.3774
1.12 -0.68 94.21 65.3180 94.63603563 0.4308
1.20 -0.76 89.01 65.2802 89.48159598 0.4732
1.28 -0.84 83.85 65.2095 84.34741113 0.5023
1.36 -0.92 78.72 65.1076 79.23808047 0.5164
1.44 -1.00 73.64 64.9761 74.15820341 0.5142
1.52 -1.08 68.62 64.8165 69.11237935 0.4948
1.60 -1.16 ^ 63.65 64.6305 64.10520767 0.4579
1.68 -1.24 58.74 64.4193 59.14128779 0.4034
1.76 -1.32 53.89 64.1845 54.2252191 0.3319
1.84 -1.40 49.12 63.9273 49.36160099 0.2441
1.92 -1.48 44.41 63.6492 44.55503287 0.1412
2.00 -1.56 39.79 63.3513 39.81011413 0.0248
2.08 -1.64 35.23 63.0350 35.13144417 0.1032
2.16 -1.72 \ 30.76 62.7014 30.52362239 0.2406
2.24 -1.80 26.38 62.3518 25.9912482 0.3849
2.32 -1.88 22.07 61.9871 21.53892098 0.5332
2.40 -1.96 17.85 61.6085 17.17124014 0.6823
2.48 -2.04 13.72 61.2171 12.89280507 0.8289
2.56 -2.12 9.68 60.8139 8.70821517 0.9693
2.64 -2.20 5.72 60.3998 4.622069844
'
1 .0996
2.72 -2.28 1.85 59.9758 0.638968488 1.2156
2.80 -2.36 -1.92 59.5429 -3.2364895 1.3131
2.88 -2.44 -5.61 59.1018 -6.999704722 1 .3873
2.96 -2.52 -9.21 58.6534 -10.64607778 1 .4336
3.04 -2.60 -12.72 58.1985 -14.17100927 1.4471
3.12 -2.68 -16.15 57.7380 -17.56989981 1 .4225
3.20 -2.76 -19.48 57.2724 -20.83814998 1.3548
3.28 -2.84 -22.73 56.8026 -23.97116039 1.2384
3.36 -2.92 -25.90 56.3291 -26.96433165 1 .0679
3.44 -3.00 -28.98 55.8527 -29.81306435 0.8376
3.52 -3.08 -31.97 55.3739 -32.5127591 0.5418
3.60 -3.16 -34.88 54.8933 -35.0588165 0.1747
3.68 -3.24 -37.72 54.4114 -37.44663715 0.2697
3.76 -3.32 -40.47 53.9288 -39.67162165 0.7973
3.84 -3.40 -43.14 53.4459 -41.7291706 1.4143
3.92 -3.48 -45.74 52.9632 -43.61468461 2.1267
4.00 -3.56 -48.26 52.4812 -45.32356427 2.9406




ro Kbs~w AKbs Root with KbSn. Rate of Change Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 20000 166000.00 273.2385 0.000813 269.0454595 4.19304335
40000 146000.00 253.4889 0.000789 251 .4749201 2.013981883
Kbsoid 60000 1 26000.00 235.5231 0.000771 234.4292371 1 .093827757
186000 80000 106000.00 218.5270 0.000756 217.8961753 0.630826561
100000 86000.00 202.2294 0.000743 201 .863756 0.36568851
120000 66000.00 186.5178 0.000730 186.3202514 0.197546922
140000 46000.00 171.3412 0.000717 171.25418 0.086996545
160000 26000.00 156.6754 0.000705 156.6543016 0.021091499
180000 6000.00 142.5078 0.000692 142.5096126 0.001829217
200000 -14000.00 128.8300 0.000680 128.8093409 0.020619009
220000 -34000.00 115.6342 0.000668 115.5429422 0.091302996
240000 -54000.00 102.9120 0.000656 102.7000946 0.211881979
260000 -74000.00 90.6528 0.000645 90.27069479 0.382125773
280000 -94000.00 78.8446 0.000633 78.24485326 0.599783153
300000 -114000.00 67.4736 0.000622 66.61289043 0.860741773
320000 -134000.00 56.5247 0.00061 1 55.36533231 1.159327927
340000 -154000.00 45.9816 0.000600 44.4929064 1 .488656521
360000 -174000.00 35.8275 0.000589 33.98653772 1.840979433
380000 -194000.00 26.0453 0.000579 23.83734489 2.208004145
400000 -214000.00 16.6178 0.000569 14.03663622 2.581169324
420000 -234000.00 7.5278 0.000559 4.575905954 2.951873153
440000 -254000.00 -1.2415 0.000550 -4.553169423 3.311655559
460000 -274000.00 -9.7064 0.000540 -13.35873486 3.652338377
480000 -294000.00 -17.8826 0.000531 -21.84876031 3.96612883
500000 -314000.00 -25.7854 0.000523 -30.0310442 4.245692058
520000 -334000.00 -33.4290 0.000514 -37.91321691 4.484198229
540000 -354000.00 -40.8274 0.000506 -45.5027441 1 4.675349247
560000 -374000.00 -47.9935 0.000498 -52.8069301 4.813389459
580000 -394000.00 -54.9398 0.000491 -59.83292101 4.893104078
600000 -414000.00 -61.6779 0.000483 -66.587708 4.909808403
620000 -434000.00 -68.2188 0.000476 -73.07813042 4.859330367
640000 -454000.00 -74.5729 0.000469 -79.31087878 4.737988416
660000 -474000.00 -80.7499 0.000462 -85.29249784 4.542566324
680000 -494000.00 -86.7591 0.000456 -91.0293895 4.270286166
700000 -514000.00 -92.6090 0.000449 -96.52781569 3.918780422
720000 -534000.00 -98.3078 0.000443 -101.7939012 3.486063912
740000 -554000.00 -103.8631 0.000437 -106.8336366 2.970506102
760000 -574000.00 -109.2821 0.000431 -111.6528805 2.370804157
780000 -594000.00 -114.5714 0.000426 -116.2573629 1.685957012
800000 -614000.00 -119.7374 0.000420 -120.6526873 0.91524064
820000 -634000.00 -124.7861 0.000415 -124.8443335 0.058184619
840000 -654000.00 -129.7231 0.000410 -128.8376598 0.885449941
860000 -674000.00 -134.5536 0.000405 -132.637906 1.9156911
880000 -694000.00 -139.2826 0.000400 -136.2501954 3.032375421
900000 -714000.00 -143.9147 0.000395 -139.6795372 4.235165981
920000 -734000.00 -148.4544 0.000391 -142.9308293 5.523569089
940000 -754000.00 -152.9058 0.000386 -146.0088597 6.896949788
960000 -774000.00 -157.2729 0.000382 -148.9183097 8.354546189
980000 -794000.00 -161.5592 0.000378 -151.6637554 9.895482702




ro Km* AKm Root with Km* Rate of Chanqe Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 200 3172.59 96.57 -0.013169 95.59950157 0.9747
400 2972.59 98.72 -0.013332 98.09256531 0.6313
Kmow 600 2772.59 101.11 -0.013434 100.6350098 0.4708
3372.5920 800 2572.59 103.61 -0.013505 103.222035 0.3887
1000 2372.59 106.20 -0.013554 105.848841 0.3473
1200 2172.59 108.84 -0.013585 108.5106277 0.3282
1400 1 972.59 111.52 -0.013601 111.2025951 0.3210
1600 1772.59 114.24 -0.013604 113.9199432 0.3194
1800 1572.59 116.98 -0.013593 116.6578721 0.3187
2000 1372.59 119.73 -0.013570 119.4115818 0.3155
2200 1172.59 122.48 -0.013534 122.1762721 0.3067
2400 972.59 125.24 -0.013486 124.9471432 0.2895
2600 772.59 127.98 -0.013426 127.7193951 0.2615
2800 572.59 130.71 -0.013352 130.4882277 0.2198
3000 372.59 133.41 -0.013266 133.248841 0.1617
3200 172.59 136.08 -0.013167 135.996435 0.0844
3400 -27.41 138.71 -0.013055 138.7262098 0.0151
3600 -227.41 141.29 -0.012930 141.4333653 0.1397
3800 -427.41 143.82 -0.012791 144.1131016 0.2927
4000 -627.41 146.28 -0.012639 146.7606186 0.4772
4200 -827.41 148.67 -0.012474 149.3711163 0.6963
4400 -1027.41 150.99 -0.012296 151.9397948 0.9532
4600 -1227.41 153.21 -0.012105 154.461854 1.2510
4800 -1427.41 155.34 -0.011900 156.9324939 1.5925
5000 -1627.41 157.37 -0.011683 159.3469146 1.9805
5200 -1827.41 159.28 -0.011453 161.700316 2.4177
5400 -2027.41 161.08 -0.011211 163.9878981 2.9061
5600 -2227.41 162.76 -0.010956 166.204861 3.4480
5800 -2427.41 164.30 -0.010690 168.3464046 4.0449
6000 -2627.41 165.71 -0.010412 170.407729 4.6982
6200 -2827.41 166.98 -0.010123 172.3840341 5.4089
6400 -3027.41 168.09 -0.009823 174.2705199 6.1775
6600 -3227.41 169.06 -0.009514 176.0623864 7.0043
6800 -3427.41 169.87 -0.009194 177.7548337 7.8891
7000 -3627.41 170.51 -0.008865 179.3430618 8.8312
7200 -3827.41 170.99 -0.008528 180.8222705 9.8296
7400 -4027.41 171.30 -0.008182 182.18766 10.8828
7600 -4227.41 171.45 -0.007828 183.4344303 11.9891
7800 -4427.41 171.41 -0.007467 184.5577813 13.1464
8000 -4627.41 171.20 -0.007098 185.552913 14.3520
8200 -4827.41 170.81 -0.006724 186.4150254 15.6031
8400 -5027.41 170.24 -0.006343 187.1393186 16.8964
8600 -5227.41 169.49 -0.005957 187.7209925 18.2286
8800 -5427.41 168.56 -0.005565 188.1552472 19.5958
9000 -5627.41 167.44 -0.005169 188.4372826 20.9940
9200 -5827.41 166.14 -0.004769 188.5622987 22.4188
9400 -6027.41 164.66 -0.004364 188.5254956 23.8658
9600 -6227.41 162.99 -0.003956 188.3220732 25.3302
9800 -6427.41 161.14 -0.003545 187.9472315 26.8071
10000 -6627.41 159.10 -0.003131 187.3961706 28.2914




r Koileff* AKoileff Root with Koileff* Rate of Change Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 20000 483310 -21.82 -0.0003 -17.07020036 4.747
40000 463310 24.16 -0.0002 27.898471 95 3.741
Koileffold 60000 443310 54.21 -0.0002 54.23615704 0.025
503310 80000 423310 76.01 -0.0001 72.64456119 3.361
100000 403310 92.59 -0.0001 86.54860768 6.037
120000 383310 105.53 -0.0001 97.50386767 8.026
140000 363310 115.78 -0.0001 106.3558128 9.423
160000 343310 123.95 0.0000 113.6183778 10.331
180000 323310 130.47 0.0000 119.629 10.839
200000 303310 135.64 0.0000 124.6221187 11.021
220000 283310 139.71 0.0000 128.7678236 10.938
240000 263310 142.84 0.0000 132.1938207 10.643
260000 243310 145.18 0.0000 134.9986975 10.178
280000 223310 146.84 0.0000 137.2603351 9.577
300000 203310 147.91 0.0000 139.0414602 8.871
320000 183310 148.48 0.0001 140.3934364 8.084
340000 163310 148.60 0.0001 141.3589262 7.239
360000 143310 148.33 0.0001 141.9738087 6.353
380000 123310 147.71 0.0001 142.2685898 5.442
400000 103310 146.79 0.0001 142.2694594 4.522
420000 83310 145.60 0.0001 141.9990968 3.602
440000 63310 144.17 0.0001 141.4772947 2.695
460000 43310 142.53 0.0001 140.7214474 1.809
480000 23310 140.70 0.0001 139.7469389 0.952
500000 3310 138.70 0.0001 138.5674541 0.132
520000 -16690 136.55 0.0001 137.1952307 0.645
540000 -36690 134.27 0.0001 135.6412658 1.374
560000 -56690 131.87 0.0001 133.9154854 2.048
580000 -76690 129.36 0.0001 132.0268861 2.664
600000 -96690 126.77 0.0001 129.983653 3.218
620000 -116690 124.09 0.0001 127.7932598 3.707
640000
r
-136690 121.34 0.0001 125.4625529 4.127
660000 -156690 118.52 0.0001 122.9978232 4.475
680000 -176690 115.66 0.0001 120.4048686 4.750
700000 -196690 112.74 0.0001 117.6890461 4.948
720000 -216690 109.79 0.0001 114.855319 5.070
740000 -236690 106.80 0.0001 1 1 1 .9082958 5.111
760000 -256690 103.78 0.0001 108.852266 5.073
780000 -276690 100.74 0.0001 105.6912302 4.952
800000 -296690 97.68 0.0001 102.4289273 4.749
820000 -316690 94.61 0.0001 99.06885806 4.462
840000 -336690 91.52 0.0001 95.61430642 4.092
860000 -356690 88.43 0.0001 92.06835804 3.636
880000 -376690 85.34 0.0001 88.43391704 3.096
900000 -396690 82.24 0.0001 84.71372093 2.471
920000 -416690 79.15 0.0001 80.91035395 1.761
940000 -436690 76.06 0.0001 77.0262591 0.965
960000 -456690 72.98 0.0001 73.06374896 0.084
980000 -476690 69.91 0.0001 69.02501544 0.883




ro Kpist* AKrjist Root with Koist* Rate of Change Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 10000 1230000 -735.03 -0.0007 -676.1243586 58.90272106
30000 1210000 -678.43 -0.0007 -632.4081786 46.02425015
KDiStold 50000 1190000 -623.23 -0.0006 -590.4323986 32.79577098
1240000 70000 1170000 -570.33 -0.0006 -550.1600586 20.1684652
90000 1150000 -520.29 -0.0006 -511.5541986 8.738928109r~
110000 1130000 -473.45 -0.0005 -474.5778586 1.132151736
130000 1110000 -429.93 -0.0005 -439.1940786 9.266927363
150000 1090000 -389.73 -0.0005 -405.3658986 15.634136
170000 1070000 -352.74 -0.0005 -373.0563586 20.31202126
190000 1050000 -318.78 -0.0004 -342.2284986 23.45057844
210000 1030000 -287.61 -0.0004 -312.8453586 25.23839681
230000 1010000 -258.99 -0.0004 -284.8699786 25.87756539
250000 990000 -232.70 -0.0004 -258.2653986 25.56701039
270000 970000 -208.50 -0.0004 -232.9946586 24.49276096
290000 950000 -186.20 -0.0003 -209.0207986 22.82313123
310000 930000 -165.60 -0.0003 -186.3068586 20.70704613
330000 910000 -146.54 -0.0003 -164.8158786 18.27420682
350000 890000 -128.87 -0.0003 -144.5108986 15.63623165
370000 870000 -112.47 -0.0O03 -125.3549586 12.88823986
390000 850000 -97.20 -0.0003 -107.3110986 10.11056889
410000 830000 -82.97 -0.0003 -90.34235864 7.370456866
430000 810000 -69.69 -0.0003 -74.41177864 4.72360677
450000 790000 -57.27 -0.0002 -59.48239864 2.2155975
470000 770000 -45.63 -0.0002 -45.51725864 0.1168658
490000 750000 -34.72 -0.0002 -32.47939864 2.244855792
510000 730000 -24.48 -0.0002 -20.33185864 4.146268397
530000 710000 -14.84 -0.0002 -9.037678637 5.804994292
550000 690000 -5.77 -0.0002 1.440101363 7.210200878
570000 670000 2.78 -0.0002 11.13844136 8.355710131
590000 650000 10.85 -0.0002 20.09430136 9.239459125
610000 630000 18.48 -0.0002 28.34464136 9.863031638
630000 610000 25.70 -0.0002 35.92642136 10.23125075
650000 590000 32.52 -0.0002 42.87660136 10.35182377
670000 570000 39.00 -0.0002 49.23214136 10.23503212
690000 550000 45.14 -0.0002 55.03000136 9.893459763
710000 530000 50.97 -0.0002 60.30714136 9.341754959
730000 510000 56.50 -0.0002 65.10052136 8.596420619
750000 490000 61.77 -0.0002 69.44710136 7.675629475
770000 470000 66.78 -0.0002 73.38384136 6.599060713
790000 450000 71.56 -0.0001 76.94770136 5.38775524
810000 430000 76.11 -0.0001 80.17564136 4.063987177
830000 410000 80.45 -0.0001 83.10462136 2.651149503
850000 390000 84.60 -0.0001 85.77160136 1.173652085
870000 370000 88.56 -0.0001 88.21354136 0.343169459
890000 350000 92.34 -0.0001 90.46740136 1.873135352




950000 290000 102.74 -0.0001 96.47010136 6.268925332
970000 270000 105.92 -0.0001 98.34124136 7.575200276




ro KQnaw AKa Root with Kg* Rate of Change Derived Root A Roots
138.3533514 1000 3167.32 -62.04 -0.063269 -52.9524848 9.086
1275
P
2892.32 -42.33 -0.062469 -34.75171146 7.575
Kaoid 1550 2617.32 -23.03 -0.061658 -16.85343812 6.172
4167.3152 1825 2342.32 -4.16 -0.060842 0.742335225 4.899
2100 2067.32 14.26 -0.060025 18.03560857 3.772
2375 1792.32 32.23 -0.059212 35.02638191 2.800
2650 1517.32 49.73 -0.058408 51.71465525 1.984
2925 1242.32 66.78 -0.057614 68.10042859 1.322
3200 967.32 83.38 -0.056834 84.18370194 0.807
3475 692.32 99.54 -0.056069 99.96447528 0.429
3750 417.32 115.27 -0.055321 115.4427486 0.176
4025 142.32 130.58 -0.054589 130.618522 0.034
4300 -132.68 145.50 -0.053876 145.4917953 0.010
4575 -407.68 160.03 -0.053181 160.0625687 0.028
4850 -682.68 174.20 -0.052505 174.330842 0.133
5125 -957.68 188.01 -0.051847 188.2966153 0.291
5400 -1232.68 201 .47 -0.051207 201 .9598887 0.485
5675 -1507.68 214.62 -0.050584 215.320662 0.702
5950 -1782.68 227.45 -0.049980 228.3789354 0.928
6225 -2057.68 239.99 -0.049392 241.1347087 1.148
6500 -2332.68
P
252.24 -0.048821 253.587982 1.351
6775 -2607.68 264.21 -0.048266 265.7387554 1.524
7050 -2882.68 275.93 -0.047726 277.5870287 1.655
7325 -3157.68 287.40 -0.047201 289.1328021 1.732
^
7600 -3432.68 298.63 -0.046691 300.3760754 1.746
7875 -3707.68 309.63 -0.046195 311.3168488 1.687
8150 -3982.68 320.41 -0.045712 321.9551221 1.544
8425 -4257.68 330.98 -0.045243 332.2908954 1.309
8700 -4532.68 341 .35 -0.044785 342.3241688 0.973
8975 -4807.68 351.53 -0.044340 352.0549421 0.529
9250 -5082.68 361.52 -0.043906 361.4832155 0.032




10075 -5907.68 390.44 -0.042670 387.9530355 2.482
10350 -6182.68 399.75 -0.042279 396.1713088 3.577
10625 -6457.68 408.91 -0.041896 404.0870822 4.820
10900 -6732.68 417.92 -0.041523 41 1 .7003555 6.217
11175 -7007.68 426.79 -0.041159 419.0111289 7.774
11450 -7282.68 435.51 -0.040804 426.0194022 9.495
11725 -7557.68 444.11 -0.040456 432.7251756 11.385
12000 -7832.68 452.58 -0.040117 439.1284489 13.449
12275 -8107.68 460.92 -0.039785 445.2292222 15.690
12550 -8382.68 469.14 -0.039461 451 .0274956 18.114
12825 -8657.68 477.25 -0.039144 456.5232689 20.722
13100 -8932.68 485.24 -0.038833 461.7165423 23.521
13375 -9207.68 493.12 -0.038529 466.6073156 26.512
13650 -9482.68 500.89 -0.038232 471.195589 29.699
13925 -9757.68 508.57 -0.037941 475.4813623 33.085
14200 -10032.68 516.14 -0.037655 479.4646356 36.674
14475 -10307.68 523.61 -0.037376 483.145409 40.468
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